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R I C H A R D  F O X  H A S  S P E N T  A 

lifetime working in precious metal. He has 
experienced the industry from many 
different perspectives – craftsman, teacher, 
entrepreneur – and is uniquely placed to 
lead the company at a time when its trade 
needs it more than ever. 

Richard grew up in Warwick. His 
engineer father helped him develop a love 
of  technical drawing and mathematics, 
while being a chorister at St Mary’s, 
Warwick made him a seasoned traveller by 
the age of  12. 

But his introduction to the medium that 
would shape his life did not come until he 
was compelled to take an extra activity to 
complement his science-based A-levels. He 
chose jewellery and, as he remembers, “it 
began to absorb my life”. Following his first 
taste of  commercial success making 
bangles and rings for a family friend’s 
boutique, the teenage Richard began to 
consider goldsmithing as a career. An 
exhibition of  work by Christopher 
Lawrence at Goldsmiths’ Hall made a huge 
impression and his path was set. 

Following a foundation course which 
immersed him in fine art, he embarked on 
Middlesex University’s ba in Design. This 
introduced him to silversmithing, a 
medium which combined his affinity for 
metals with a newfound interest in 
sculpture. A year in industry working with 
Roger Taylor helped to develop his ideas 
about how silversmithing could be 
practiced from a design production 
perspective. Having been taught by Keith 
Red f e r n  a t  Midd l e s ex ,  R i chard 
encountered another great silversmith 
when studying for his ma at the Royal 
College of  Art – Gerald Benney. This 
experience gave him the chance to explore 
new disciplines and technologies, such as 
printmaking, and consider how they might 
apply to silversmithing – hands-on 
opportunities that he is acutely aware are 
much more limited for students today.

He graduated from the rca in 1981 – 
the year after the Bunker Hunt silver crisis. 
Despite the tough trading conditions, he 
set up his own workshop in Kennington, 
south London. Those early years required 

him to be adaptable: taking on all kinds of  
projects; exhibiting widely; and, for seven 
years, teaching at Middlesex alongside 
growing his business. 

Hav ing  been  in sp i red  by  the 
Goldsmiths’ Company as a teenager, 
Richard’s connections with the Hall 
became particularly fruitful. He kept in 
touch, sending information about his new 
work, and this led to an introduction to 
Bernie Ecclestone and a commission to 
make an F1 trophy – the first of  many. 
Contact with Bulgari also came in this way 
and his business expanded rapidly. 
However, it was a commission to make 
boxes for jeweller Serena Milton that led 
to his most important collaboration: Serena 

became his partner in life as well as in work 
and together they have raised four children 
alongside developing Fox Silver as  
a business. 

Richard sees Fox Silver as part of  the 
commercial landscape of  international 
luxury, and its clients include Louis 
Vuitton, Damien Hirst and Rolls-Royce, 
with whom he works as a tier-one supplier. 
Fox Silver has never advertised, but its 
reputation for technological innovation, 
craftsmanship and quality means new 
clients find it – and stay. The firm’s home 
is now in Croydon, where visitors to the 
workshop complex can find a craft atelier 
with a sharp cutting edge. This is a 
manifestation of  Richard’s belief  in the 
importance of  adaptability alongside 
excellence: the firm’s tag line is ‘from tie 
pin to trophy’.

Richard’s involvement in the world of  
silversmithing doesn’t stop there. From 
early on he was interested in supporting 
the trade. He is a founding member of  

“There are many challenges 
ahead but we will all work together 
to achieve a forward thinking new 
Goldsmiths’ Company.”

Contemporary British Silversmiths and 
since becoming a Freeman in 1989, he has 
brought his dynamic approach to the 
Goldsmiths’ Company’s initiatives and his 
own role of  master to two apprentices. 

Encouraged by Grant Macdonald and 
Hector Miller, he joined the Court in 2011 
and remembers a dossier six inches thick 
coming through the post shortly afterwards! 
His arrival on the Court coincided with the 
development of  the Goldsmiths’ Centre. 
Particularly passionate about craft 
education, Richard sees its recent 
programmes to develop skills networks as 
vital in maintaining excellence, passing  
on knowledge and, in his words, “saving  
the future”. 

Becoming Prime Warden in the midst 
of  a global pandemic is challenging. 
However, with nearly 40 years’ experience, 
Richard is well equipped for this. The 
company’s Covid-19 Fund reflects his 
commitment to flexible, fast and impactful 
action. But he knows that being there for 
the long haul is equally important: “The 
company has been a guiding light alongside 
the support for our craft and wider 
community since I first crossed its threshold 
as a teenager and I trust this has been a 
similar experience for many of  our 
membership. Due to the pandemic, we 
have to think and work in different ways; 
the Company staff have been tireless in 
their efforts to implement these changes 
and continue to do so. There are many 
challenges ahead, but with the assistance 
of  the membership, staff, guidance from 
the committees and Court we will all work 
together to achieve a forward-thinking new 
Goldsmiths’ Company.” ✦
ELENI BIDE
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P ROV I D I N G  F I NA N C I A L  S U P P O RT  I S  M E N T I O N E D  I N  T H E

first pages of  the Company’s earliest-surviving minute book, dating 
from 1334. Over the succeeding centuries, our commitment to 
this relief  continued, even as the country faced pandemics and 
disasters that devastated our finances. 

Crisis struck again this year. When the uk implemented 
lockdown on 23 March 2020, the impact on jewellers, silversmiths 
and allied trades was swift and dramatic. Retailers closed and many 
makers found their workshops were inaccessible. The opportunity 
to meet clients face to face and allow objects to be appreciated in 
person – a hugely important part of  selling jewellery and silver – 
disappeared overnight. 

Even as they worked to adapt, many in the industry were hit 
hard. For the Goldsmiths’ Company and Charity, providing a form 
of  safety net for some of  the most vulnerable was imperative, both 
as a continuation of  our tradition of  supporting goldsmiths in 
troubled times and as a way of  trying to ensure the sector’s survival.   

The result was the Goldsmiths’ Covid-19 Fund, launched on 
22 April 2020.  The £1m fund’s first task was to provide immediate 
financial relief  for the self-employed, sole traders and micro-
businesses working as jewellers, silversmiths and other allied 
industry professionals. Totalling £700,000, this took the form of  
grants of  £1,500, received in three monthly instalments. Over  
a period of  just three weeks, nearly 500 people received  
financial assistance. 

Jeweller Elisavet Messi was one of  the recipients and posted on 
social media about what this support meant to her: ‘The past 
months have been a bit rocky, as I quit my full-time job as a 
jewellery tutor, to focus more on my own practice and development. 
I did anticipate a change to my routine, but none of  us predicted 
the virus and its impact to all of  us. Therefore, from me and from 
all my tools we say a massive thank you to the Goldsmiths’ 
Company and their amazing people who worked super hard to 
support all creatives in this crisis.’

The delivery of  such a rapid response reflected the seriousness 
of  the situation and the commitment of  those involved. The 
process was overseen by a steering group led by the new Prime 
Warden Richard Fox. As a silversmith with more than 40 years of  
experience in the industry and running his own business, Richard 
knew the challenges confronting those working with precious metal. 
Behind the scenes, the Company’s Charity and Events teams, and 
the Goldsmiths’ Centre pooled their expertise. Meanwhile the it 
team swiftly built an online platform, and Communications staff 
at the Hall, the Centre and the Assay Office made sure the message 
got out to as many people as possible. 

Around 25% of  the £1m allocated for the fund remains. This 
will be deployed to help provide longer-term business support as 
the industry negotiates a challenging commercial environment. 
Listening to people’s experiences is an important part of  this, so 
the Company launched a survey to determine the needs of  the 
sector. The response was overwhelming: more than 650 people 
from the industry completed the questionnaire. This is helping to 
inform how initiatives are developed. In the words of  Richard Fox, 

“there will be a need for financial assistance to support business  
in the months ahead and the Goldsmiths will do our very best  
to help.” ✦

If  you would like to contribute towards our efforts to support the 
trade during these difficult times, please donate to the 1327 Fund.
You can find out more by emailing  
1327fund@thegoldsmiths.co.uk

THE GOLDSMITHS’  
COVID-19 FUND

Self-portrait by Elisavet Messi, 
taken in her studio whilst 
preparing to close it for lockdown 

ELENI BIDE
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Apprentice to  
Freeman: Will Lander
SOPHIA TOBIN
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E AC H  A P P R E N T I C E  H A S  A  U N I QU E  J O U R N E Y.  F O R

the Goldsmiths’ Company’s Apprentice of  the Year 2018, 
Will Lander, that journey was characterised by calm 
maturity, perhaps because he discovered his vocation 
relatively late. “I stumbled across it by accident. I was 
doing some it work for a local jeweller after I had 
completed my A-Levels. There was a small workbench in 
the corner of  the shop and, after a few discussions, I ended 
up working there for just under three years.”

Unlike many current apprentices, Will did not take the 
Goldsmiths’ Centre’s Foundation Programme in 
preparation. Bound to Harriet Kelsall, of  Harriet Kelsall 
Bespoke Jewellery, he trained in diamond mounting. He 
speaks warmly of  this time: “I loved the experience of  
being an apprentice. I was given lots of  opportunities 
throughout my time – I was fortunate to have a very 
supportive master.”

Attending the Apprentice Programme at the centre 
added further techniques to his repertoire. “It taught me 
invaluable skills such as enamelling, engraving, setting, 
silversmithing, polishing and chasing, as well as the 
professional development aspect too.” Will found the 
support network provided by the scheme – the combination 
of  master, Centre and Company – helpful when things 
weren’t going well at the bench. “You learn that this  
is part of  the process and it helps to shape you as  
a craftsperson.”

This resilience was also developed further in 
competition. Will built up an impressive record, winning 
gold at WorldSkills uk in November 2014 and several 
Goldsmiths’ Craft & Design Council Awards. He has  
also worked on supporting others, including as an  
assistant judge and workshop supervisor at WorldSkills.  

“I gained a huge amount from it and want to see the event 
continue each year so that as many people as possible have  
that opportunity.” 

Giving back is clearly part of  Will’s approach. Building 
strong links with the Goldsmiths’ Centre, he supported 
the Apprenticeship Team at the annual Apprentice Review, 
helping to facilitate presentations and putting apprentices 
at their ease. His calmness, insight and maturity 
contributed to him winning Apprentice of  the Year, which 
he describes as “a huge honour”.

Will received his award in April 2019. In October, he 
moved to E. Wolfe & Co, a historic jewellery workshop 
based in Hatton Garden. There, he applies his diamond-
mounting skills to a wide range of  projects, from small 
and delicate pieces to large objets d’art. “Each day varies, 
but I usually have a quick coffee before getting to work on 
the job I’ve been tasked with. There may be other small 
jobs […], but once they are sorted out, it’s back to the 
main job. I’m sat next to Pat, the workshop manager, and 
we often talk about the job I’m doing but also the ones he 
is working on. I’m constantly picking up tips and advice 
which I can then apply to my work – he has a wealth of  
knowledge and experience.”

As ever, Will embraces the opportunity to develop his 
craft. “I am really enjoying the challenge! My focus is on 
learning and pushing as much as I can to improve my 
skills as a diamond mounter and to grow within the team 
here.” There seems no doubt that Will’s career will 
continue on its upward trajectory – this Apprentice of  the 
Year is a future star. ✦

“I loved the experience  
of  being an apprentice.  
I was fortunate to have a 
very supportive master. ”

Will Lander at his bench at  
E. Wolfe & Co. 
JULIA SKUPNY
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Tackling  

MELANIE EDDY

One Bright 
Light at  

a Time

Diversity  
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In line with the global civil rights movement 
sparked by a spate of  despicable killings due  
to police brutality in the us, people across  
the world have been recognising the structural  
and systemic racism inherent in many of  our 
institutions. Organisations have been reviewing 
their efforts to address diversity, equity and 
inclusion, and jewellers, silversmiths and  
those in the allied trades are no exception. An 
incredibly high percentage of  the resources that 
are used in this sector is sourced and processed 
by Brown and Black people around the world 
but we are not the face of  this industry. 

The jeweller Melanie Eddy trained in Bermuda, Canada, New York and London. She holds an MA 
Design: Jewellery from Central Saint Martins College of  Art and Design, where she is also a lecturer.  
A director of  the Association for Contemporary Jewellery and a licentiate (with distinction) of  the 
Society of  Designer Craftsman, she has undertaken a residency at Turquoise Mountain’s Institute for 
Afghan Arts and Architecture in Kabul, Afghanistan, in the course of  her career. She is based at the 
Goldsmiths’ Centre. Melanie is part of  the Jewellery Futures Fund initiative, which seeks to address the 
systemic challenges faced by Black jewellers through a matrix of  support and resources. In this article, 
Melanie seeks to reframe the historic underrepresentation of  designers and makers of  Black heritage in 
the goldsmithing industry, and to acknowledge the significant contributions they have made.  

Cuboid Ring and Crystal Ring, by 
Simone Brewster, sterling silver,  
ID Edition collection  
COURTESY OF SIMONE BREWSTER
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G O L D  F RO M  M A L I  A N D  T H E  A K A N /

Asante kingdoms could be accessed via the 
Ghanian coast, bypassing routes across the 
Sahara. It is not for nothing that present-
day Ghana was formally known as the 
Gold Coast under Colonial administration. 
British-Ghanian jeweller Emefa Cole, a 
London Metropolitan graduate, recently 
travelled to Ghana after having been 
granted permission by the Asantehene to 
learn the ancient traditions of  goldsmithing 
in the Ashanti Kingdom, under the 
supervision of  the royal goldsmith, Nana 
Poku Amponsah Dwumfour. She returned 
to the uk just as airports were closing due 
to the Covid-19 pandemic. She states: “The 
Goldsmiths of  West Africa are incredibly 
skilled craftsmen – their intricate creations 
have been looted in punitive expeditions 
over the centuries…[and] adorn the display 
rooms of  many museums in Europe and 
America; their techniques replicated and 
their culture appropriated without being 
afforded due respect and credit.” Her 
Erosion collection, inspired by childhood 
tales of  golden nuggets unearthed by heavy 
rainfall, alludes to the history of  small- 
scale, alluvial agriculturalist mining  
of  widespread placer deposits across  
West Africa. 

Prominent silversmith, rca graduate 
and Liveryman of  the Goldsmiths’ 
Company, Ndidi Ekubia, whose work 
features in the Company’s Collection, freely 
acknowledges that her African heritage has 
deeply influenced her work. This combined 
with the mix of  cultures she encountered 
growing up in industrial, inner-city 
Manchester. Stories and dialects from her 
mother, grandmother and extended family 
from southern Nigeria, western Nigeria 
and Benin have impacted her approach to 
making. The vibrant, ebullient nature of  
her home life has come through in the 
confidence with which she expresses 
emotion through the hammered metal 
vessels she creates. The movement and life 

visible in these pieces evoke the hammer 
strokes used in raising her objects. Early on 
in her career, she felt an impetus to tone 
down her voice – to blend in – for fear she 
would be misunderstood because her 
approach was different culturally to that  
of  many of  her contemporaries. It was 
through international exhibitions, meeting 
other artists from African backgrounds,  
and her long history of  outreach work  
in libraries, schools, cafés and museums – 
t a k i n g  h e r  s i l v e r s m i t h i n g  a n d 
demonstrations, literally, to the people, 
often unpaid – that she gained confidence 
and felt at home with her voice. 

The exploratory and intuitive nature  
of  Simone Brewster’s multi-disciplinary 
design and artistic practice means her 
output traverses a number of  mediums 
from painting, to large-scale sculptural 
furniture, objets d’art and jewellery. It was 
her fascination with making and her 
memories of  workshop making that took 
her from her work in architecture, upon 

completing Architecture studies at ucl, 
back into education for an ma in Design 
Products at the rca. The freedom and 
fluidity that has defined her practice is also 
typified in her approach to learning and 
acquiring the skills necessary to support her 
aims and objectives. As a curator of  shows, 
which often support diversifying the 
narrative in design, she says she has 
experienced a backlash from those who 
didn’t think those platforms were needed 
or necessary. Jewellery came to her swiftly 
upon graduation, first in wood and then in 
precious metals as she supplemented her 
design education with practical courses and 
diplomas to support this direction in her 
practice. Seeking to see how simple stacking 
shapes and forms could be used to construct 
adornment, she discovered how to develop 
simplicity into something complex  
and beautiful. 

The conversations that emerged in the 
research for this article have been truly 
enlightening. I was very lucky to be put in 

Below Selection of rings and 
bangle, by Emefa Cole, Rings: 
2013, Bangle: 2017, gold, silver 
and bronze, Erosion and  
Vulcan collections 
YUSUF MWANZA

Opposite Portrait of Simone 
Brewster with sculpture Giraffe, 
from her Tropical Noire Collection 
and wearing a unique piece from 
the Ebony Revolution Collection, 
her first jewellery collection 
KRISTOF SZENTGYORYGYVARY
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touch with two jewellers working at the 
height of  their craft, whose stories the 
Goldsmiths’ Company will be exploring in 
detail in the near future as part of  its 
Goldsmiths’ Stories initiative. Trevor Davis, 
a child of  the Windrush generation, comes 
from a legacy of  jewellery. His father, Keith 
Davis, reached the pinnacle of  his craft 
here, working at David Morris in the 1960-
80s before relocating to the us to work as 
a jeweller for Harry Winston. Trevor was 
in the workshop as a boy and then spent 12 
years of  his young life working in the trade 
in Trinidad before returning to the uk. He 
didn’t find the industry overly welcoming 
upon his return but, through the Prince’s 
Trust and mentors like Marcia Lanyon, he 
stayed the course, steadily progressing but 

not without challenges. Rudi Thomas, a 
diamond mounter, worked for 18 years at 
David Morris before joining the team at 
Graff. He has been there for 15 years. He 
has had an interest in jewellery from the 
age of  13, going straight from college to an 
apprenticeship with John Ringer of  Dyer 
& Ringer. His passion for the trade burned 
so intensely when he left college that it took 
a long time for him to take on board the 
realities of  what it meant to be a Black man 
in this industry. There is a tinge of  sorrow 
when speaking to Trevor and Rudi of  a 
destiny disrupted – exemplary craftsman, 
with their skills recognised but not always 
acknowledged or reflected by the industry’s 
treatment of  them. There is a sense that 
the dreams of  their youth, of  all that  

was possible for them, have faded into  
the background. 

One young jeweller moving from  
behind the scenes into the spotlight is Ryan  
Nelson. Now a Freeman of  the Goldsmiths’ 
C o m p a ny  fo l l ow i n g  a  f i ve - ye a r 
apprenticeship with David Lawes, he spent 
a further three years honing his craft before 
setting up his own studio. He hails from  
a family legacy of  jewellery, his father 
Michael Nelson having been a jeweller and 
workshop manager for the Criton Group. 
Serving private clients as well as the trade, 
he is steadily developing fine jewellery 
collections and moving into new aspects of  
the retail market beyond the bespoke. 
Whilst acknowledging the challenges  
one can face as a jeweller of  colour, he is 

Ndidi Ekubia in her workshop  
ALUN CALLENDER
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resolved to succeed and his positive outlook 
is what is most apparent in any discussion 
with him. Mostly, he sees the problem  
as one of  perception: the difficulty in 
establishing trust, in an industry where trust 
is essential to progress; the reluctance to 
build lasting professional relationships; the 
acknowledgment that it can be harder for 
people to buy into you as legitimate. His 
optimism is infectious and he says people 
think he is lucky, but I have a feeling he 
makes his own luck. 

Whilst there have always been efforts 
from within Black jewellery communities 
and amongst jewellers and silversmiths of  
colour to give back, these attempts are 
gathering momentum now and becoming 
more formalised as they receive wider 

support. Jeweller Kassandra Lauren 
Gordon followed up her open letter to  
the jewellery industry in June, which 
highlighted how current practices and 
systems limit accessibility and entry  
into the trade for Black people, with a 
fundraising drive to set up a hardship fund 
to provide financial support to Black 
jewellers and micro-businesses in the wake 
of  the Covid-19 crisis. The Goldsmiths’ 
Company is collaborating with Kassandra 
both on the administration of  the hardship 
fund, the Kassandra Lauren Gordon Fund, 
and on delivering one of  the uk’s first 
social-research projects into the experiences 
of  Black British jewellers.

The barriers Black people face regarding 
having access to and sustaining a career in 

the industry are serious, as are the 
experiences of  those from other bame 
communities. Information on the shocking 
salary disparity for those employed alone 
warrants a separate investigation. I think it 
is the erasure of  the efforts and excellence 
of  those that have managed to sustain 
practices and successful careers that is most 
insidious and detrimental to effecting 
positive and lasting change. Despite that, 
the resounding narrative from the people I 
have spoken to is not one of  barriers to 
progress and struggle but of  success, 
steadfast resolve and determined strength 
of  character. 

All of  those I spoke with have a genuine 
love for this trade and industry, which has 
enabled them to stay the course. Their 
ability to lead a creative life and share that 
with others is seen as a blessing. As Rudi 
Thomas states: “Jewellery has given me a 
good life.”

My jewellery career, in Bermuda, began 
in a small but well-equipped and highly 
sought-after local jewellers, The Gem 
Cellar, under the tutelage of  a very talented 
Black jeweller and business owner. Chet 
Trott was my route into jewellery and I 
can’t say for certain that I would ever have 
entered the trade had it not been for his 
support and guidance of  my tentative  
and fledgling dreams. You cannot be  
what you do not see. Diverse businesses  
and organisations outperform their 
counterparts, with greater sales revenue, an 
increased customer base and higher profits. 
If  we are to encourage and support  
those entering the trade from diverse 
backgrounds, we need to learn how to cast 
a longer and wider spotlight upon those 
markers of  success and excellence that 
serve as role models and points of  reference 
for those who will lead the charge as this 
industry moves to a closer reflection of  the 
society it serves. ✦

‘Quad’ Small Vase, by Ndidi 
Ekubia, 2017, fine silver 
JEREMYJOHNS.CO.UK
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ROBERT AMADAS 
AND MARTIN BOWES: 

GOLDSMITHS TO  
HENRY VIII

TIMOTHY SCHRODER

T H E  C O U RT  M I N U T E S  A N D  A P P R E N T I C E  R E C O R D S  O F

the Goldsmiths’ Company are rich sources of  information about 
the goldsmithing community in pre-modern times. But for the 
reign of  Henry viii, the State Papers – documents held in the 
National Archives and elsewhere – provide a different order of  
information about the elite group of  goldsmiths employed by  
the King. 

There were more than a dozen of  these between 1509 and 
1547, and the records show them being paid huge sums of  money. 
Not only that, but they also show the mechanisms of  royal 
patronage, and, by spotlighting disputes and personal relationships, 
bring colour to these otherwise shadowy figures. More importantly, 
they show how complex and multi-faceted their careers were, with 
fingers in many lucrative pies.  

For this article, I am concentrating on two individuals: Robert 
Amadas and his most famous apprentice, Sir Martin Bowes. Both 
were Prime Wardens of  the Goldsmiths’ Company and very big 
wheels in the interconnected worlds of  London commerce and 
the royal court. 

Amadas was the most successful goldsmith of  his generation. 
Apprenticed in 1492 to his father, he climbed quickly through the 
ranks of  the Company, becoming ‘Upper’ (or Prime) Warden in 
1524 and again in 1530. But this was the least of  his achievements 
and to understand Amadas’s true position in the world we must 
turn to the State Papers. As early as 1506 he appears in the royal 
Chamber accounts supplying modest quantities of  goldsmiths’ 
work to the Crown. He must have been exceptionally good at this 
because the next decade and a half  sees him gradually eclipsing 
all the other royal goldsmiths, supplying far more than the rest of  
them put together. Nor was the King his only customer. There 
were many, the most important of  whom was Cardinal Wolsey, 

with whom the goldsmith maintained a running account. This 
happens to survive for a full decade from 1517 and shows the 
cardinal placing orders worth some £5,000. The record tends to 
be thin on descriptions but is revealing in other ways, showing 
Wolsey paying for new plate by exchanging it for old and naming 
some of  the goldsmiths to whom Amadas subcontracted 
commissions, among whom were skilled immigrant ‘strangers’. 

“He served 13 terms as 
Prime Warden, effectively 
becoming the Company’s 
chief  negotiator in sensitive 
dealings with the King.”

Amadas’s supplying of  goldsmiths’ work was carried out in 
parallel with another role – as a Deputy at the Mint – to which he 
was appointed in 1510. The Master of  the Mint was Lord 
Mountjoy, but this was a sinecure, requiring little more than  
sitting back and receiving his regular distribution of  profits.  
The real work was done by the deputies who had expertise  
in metalworking and assaying, and who also received a  
significant income.

Then in 1524 came a further role: Amadas was appointed in 
succession to Sir Henry Wyatt as Master of  the Jewel House. This 
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was an important responsibility. He was in charge of  all the plate 
and regalia at the Tower of  London (a large part of  the Crown’s 
liquid assets) and he was responsible for procuring new royal plate. 
Crucially, this gave him direct access to the King. But with privilege 
came accountability. When Thomas Cromwell took over as Master 
of  the Jewel House after Amadas’s death in 1532 more than 
£1,770-worth of  plate was found to be ‘lacking’. This was a vast 
quantity – equivalent to some 10,000oz of  silver plate – and it is 
unclear just how it had gone missing. What is clear, however, is 
that Amadas’s widow was held accountable.

Judging by the probate inventory compiled after Amadas’s 
death, however, repaying the debt would not have been difficult. 
By then he had houses in London and in Essex. The house in 
Lombard Street was his residence and his business premises. It 
had a hall and a chapel, as well as a workshop, a warehouse and 
a counting house. The workshop and warehouse contained some 
goldsmithing tools and the counting house held quantities of  jewels 
and plate, including ‘broken gold’ and ‘broken silver’. This was 
either bullion or objects held in pledge; it was valued at around 
£850 and was quite separate from his own household plate. The 
most impressive figures, however, related to the debts that remained 
outstanding at his death. These were categorised as ‘sperat’ 
(hopeful) and ‘desperat’ (hopeless – essentially written off). The 
‘sperat’ debts totalled £3,845 but the ‘desperat’ ones came to a 
colossal £6,564, including a clearly irrecoverable sum of  £1,600 
owed by the long-dead Cardinal Wolsey. On the other side of  the 
balance sheet were sums that Amadas owed to others: around 
£3,500, including the £1,770 owed to the King. 

The other subject of  this article is one of  the best-known names 
in the annals of  the Company: Sir Martin Bowes, whose splendid 
silver-gilt cup is one of  our greatest treasures and whose property 
benefactions enriched our Charity enormously. Bowes’s 
apprenticeship began in 1513, just as his master’s meteoric career 
was taking off. Presumably Amadas saw potential in his protégé 
and continued to look after him, making him his own deputy at 
the mint in 1526. A few years later, Bowes joined the elite ranks 
of  the royal goldsmiths, providing plate and other services 
throughout the rest of  Henry viii’s reign. Then in 1545 he added 
another string to his bow, becoming Mayor of  London. It was 
surely this triple hold on the reins of  power that explains why he 
served no fewer than 13 terms as Prime Warden and accounts for 
him effectively becoming the Company’s chief  negotiator in 
sensitive dealings with the King.   

But Bowes’s mythic status as the epitome of  ‘the great and the 
good’ is arguably overstated. In 16th century eyes he would 

certainly have been ‘great’ (that is, rich, powerful and well 
connected), but the extent to which he was ‘good’ calls for some 
examination. When Bowes died in 1566 he was one of  the 
wealthiest men in London. Such wealth did not come only from 
straight dealing and most of  his money was made not through his 
work as a goldsmith but from this role at the mint. The relationship 
between master and deputy depended on trust, which, in the case 
of  Bowes and Lord Mountjoy, was much tested: Mountjoy accused 
his deputies of  defrauding him of  his share of  the profits. As a 
result, Bowes and his co-deputy, Ralph Rowlett, were dismissed, 
but they were reinstated after Mountjoy’s death through a bribe 
to Thomas Cromwell of  a £30 gold chain ‘if  his mastership will 
solicit the King for [them] in this matter’. Whatever profits Bowes 
made through these questionable dealings, however, were as 
nothing compared with the wealth he amassed during the 
subsequent debasement of  the coinage. 

This catastrophic policy involved the systematic lowering of  
the alloy in the coinage and appears to have been championed by 
none other than Bowes himself. Debasement was an excellent way 
of  generating money out of  thin air. But it undermined the 
traditional relationship between the actual and the face value of  
the coinage and it only worked so long as people did not appreciate 
the full extent of  the disparity. Some – most notably the King and 
the mint masters – did very well out it, but for most it led to a 
spiralling loss of  confidence that had to be expensively redressed 
in later decades. Quite how much Bowes made out of  this is not 
known, but a 1551 commission of  inquiry into his management 
of  the mint ruled that he had defrauded the Crown of  nearly 
£30,000. This was not proved, but he agreed to pay a fine of  
£15,000 on condition that no further questions were asked.

For a final glimpse of  Bowes we turn not to the documents but 
to the last chapter of  Hilary Mantel’s novel, The Mirror and the Light. 
The scene is Thomas Cromwell’s cell at the Tower of  London on 
the morning of  his execution: ‘The sheriffs, William Laxton and 
Martin Bowes, come in with Kingston. They make a civil good 
morning; “Are you ready, Lord Cromwell? We are ready for you.” 
They give him coins, which he will pass to the executioner, payment 
for his services.’ Cromwell should have been grateful that these 
were not the debased coins that Bowes masterminded a couple of  
years later or the executioner would probably have made an even 
worse job of  his task than he did. ✦

This article is based on the author’s book ‘A Marvel to Behold’: Gold and 

Silver at the Court of Henry viii, which is published by Boydell & Brewer.

Previous  
Sir Martin Bowes (c.1499-1566), 
English school, 16th century,  
oil on panel  
Collection: The Worshipful 
Company of Goldsmiths 
RICHARD VALENCIA
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Emmeline Hastings:  
Otherworldly Jewels

SARAH ROTHWELL
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I remember the day I first encountered the 
work of  Emmeline Hastings. It was in the 
wonderfully titled Not Too Precious exhibition  
of  25 international artists, who, as curator  
Dr Elizabeth Goring stated in the introduction 
to the catalogue, represented those makers  
who were ‘dedicated to using materials for their 
expressive potential rather than for intrinsic 
value’. The necklace and brooch in the show 
captivated me and challenged my sensory 
understanding of  what I saw. Evoking long-
forgotten memories – of  hunting for quartz 
along the banks of  a river as a child and tracing 
the lines of  pyrite hidden within – they made 
me question whether these curious jewels were 
really made of  acrylic or something else. 

Previous Murmur Brooch, 2018, 
acrylic, 18ct yellow gold and 
stainless steel pin  
JOSEPH LOUVAINE MCDONNELL  
 
Opposite Murmur Earrings, 2019, 
acrylic, oxidised sterling and 
argentium silver, 18ct rose gold, 
18ct yellow gold 
JOSEPH LOUVAINE MCDONNELL 
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texture and capturing aliveness’, and 
admiring them for being ‘diverse and bold, 
moving through many incarnations and 
explorations that remain distinctive to 
them’. And with critical encouragement 
from Craze herself, Hastings embarked 
upon her first pieces of  artistic jewellery 
more than 10 years ago.

This idea of  ‘aliveness’ marks out 
Hastings’ practice. Her initial pieces were 
based around her sculptural graduate work, 
exploring sound waves. Several of  her early 
maquettes still sit upon a shelf  in her studio 
in Bristol, where she is now based. These 
would go on to influence the way her 
practice developed. Translated into steel 
and set in acrylic, groups of  hammered 
fronds visualise sound in a rhythmic 
documentation that almost looks like a 
living plantation. Considering them, I see 
a similarity to the way her hero Tone 
Vigeland worked steel nails to create fringed 
and feathered detailing to her neckpieces 
in Hastings’ exploration of  the metal. And 
very much like Junko Mori, another artist 
whom she admires for her ability to 
translate movement into abstract, sculptural 
forms, Hastings says she is process led, 
allowing her works to evolve organically – 
almost serendipitously – by listening to the 
material and how it wants to form and 
shape. In addition, the creation of  one 
piece influences the way the next develops. 

The visual aesthetic Hastings employs 
has an organic resonance – sometimes 
otherworldly, sometimes of  a much 
earthlier disposition. Examples range from 
her beautiful – almost crystalline – series 
Succulent, the pieces of  which seem to glow 
with an inner, ethereal light, to the deeply 
crevassed, rocky and fossilised Murmur, as 
well as her latest series of  scaled works, 
Amaru, with their sinuous sensuousness.  
Her studio wall is covered with reference 
material to natural phenomena, yet  
you feel her jewels are no mere re-
interpretations of  these. They have a 

H A S T I N G S ’  A P P ROAC H  TO  J E W E L L E RY, 

and to her chosen mediums, is that of  an 
artist. She is driven to create unique works 
that capture the subtleties of  movement and 
the textures of  landscape. These do not 
consist of  exact representations of, say, the 
geological specimens you may find in a 
museum, or the undulating movement of  a 
specific beast, or the ripple of  wind through 
a field of  wheat – all things she says people 
have interpreted her work to convey. No, her 
creations are much more about her desire to 
convey a unique and personal understanding 
of  how she visualises the flow and rhythm of  
nature. Stating that when “design[ing] 
jewellery I am often focused on achieving a 
visual balance of  the piece as a whole, like a 
painting. I think I look at it as sculpture, as 
something both to look at and wear”.

The reason Hastings sees her work this 
way is down to her background in sculpture. 
While studying 3D Design Metalwork and 
Jewellery at the uca Farnham, she elected 
to pursue her artistic development, 
concentrating on sculptural metalwork. 
This allowed her to push boundaries, 
conceptually and materially, thus potentially 
freeing her from the conventions and 
traditions of  designing with the jewellery 
industry in mind. It was an approach that 
would be of  benefit, allowing her to take 
chances where others may not have – and 
leave Farnham with a first-class degree and 
ambitions to be a sculptor. 

Hastings’ first introduction to the world 
of  contemporary jewellery came when she 
started work at the Lesley Craze Gallery in 
London. Here, within an arena that was 
internationally renowned for showcasing 
leading artists and makers, and for nurturing 
young talent, she saw first-hand the potential 
of  transferring her sculptural practice into 
works designed for the body. She was drawn 
to individuals such as Tone Vigeland and 
Giovanni Corvaja, and how they explored 
structure and form, seeing ‘their pieces as 
works of  art in their own right, exploring 

quality that mesmerises and yet perplexes 
the viewer. The form and shape can be on 
one hand geometric, on another curvaceous. 
Her surface treatment creates the 
perception of  rock or of  a living entity 
resting on the body. They have a familiarity; 
yet their execution in a medium that is not 
natural challenges the senses. 

Hastings is by no means the first to 
employ acrylic and combine it with metals 
in challenging ways. Returning to Not Too 
Precious, we can place Hastings as part of  a 
canon that, Dr Goring explains, started 
back in the late 1960s and has made a 
significant impact on the appreciation of  
non-precious materials. When I view her 
jewels, I see an otherworldliness and 
timelessness to them; I can just as easily 
imagine them being worn by a monarch 
from an ancient civilisation as by a future 
alien diplomat. In fact, one of  her works 
appeared in the 2016 sci-fi thriller Max Steel. 
They have a presence and a personality of  
their own in the sector. They are jewels and 
heirlooms for a new generation – for those 
who celebrate artists who challenge the 
ideas of  materiality and create unique 
works of  beauty. ✦

Opposite Top Amaru Pendant, 
2019, acrylic, oxidised sterling 
and argentium silver 
JOSEPH MCDONNELL
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C R E AT I V I T Y,  T E C H N I C A L  S K I L L  A N D  P RO B L E M - S O LV I N G

 – these are all key attributes for those working in the jewellery and 
silversmithing industries. But as generations of  makers know, they 
can also be used to find ingenious solutions in a crisis. 

One of  the most pressing issues at the start of  the response to 
Covid-19 in the uk was the supply of  Personal Protective 
Equipment (ppe) for those on the frontline. As the news stories of  
shortages mounted, many of  those in the creative industries – 
including our own – decided to think around the problem and use 
their skills to make ppe to help their communities.

The need for visors inspired those with 3D printing experience. 
At the Maidenhead complex of  De Beers Technologies uk, a team 
of  80 people is usually engaged in designing and making 
verification instruments for identifying natural and synthetic 
diamonds. Patryk Fiedotow, the facility’s Production Manager, 
remembers how shortly after locking down in March they received 
a request to join a consortium of  3D printing suppliers to produce 
parts for visors. With a small team of  three on site, they swiftly 
made a batch but realised that with the materials and tools at their 
disposal, they could make complete visors themselves. Contacts 
with the nhs came through members of  staff with family in the 
medical profession, and soon they were supplying Wycombe 
Hospital, several London hospitals and the London Ambulance 
Service. As the focus shifted to the needs of  care homes, they were 
able to respond by gifting hundreds of  visors to these settings, the 
contacts again being made through members of  staff. At the height 
of  the demand, they were producing 300-400 a week, using a mix 
of  3D printing and traditional machining. 

At Rudell the Jewellers’ Harborne showroom, in-house jeweller 
Terry responded to an online challenge to create ppe. He 
downloaded a model for the original visor and did a test print; 

“eight hours later I had a mask.”
Initially, these were given to a nationwide consortium, but Terry 

saw the opportunity to speed up distribution by getting them 
quickly to local key workers. “I asked, quite literally through an 
open window – as Rudell the Jewellers and Boots are neighbours 

– if  they could use the mask that I had made.” He made more than 
200 himself, delivering them to nearby gp surgeries and  
care homes. 

In Inverness, jeweller Karen-Ann Dicken found herself  making 
visors on a 3D printer the Friday after lockdown was declared. She 
was one of  the first people to join the 3D Print for Covid-19 
Highlands group, which has produced around three thousand 
visors so far with material bought through crowdfunding. As well 

as distributing around one thousand visors, her extensive 3D 
printing and cad skills have enabled her to make them herself, on 
three printers in her flat, although keeping up with demand meant 
working 14-hour days at points and running the printers through 
the night. The visors have gone to Raigmore Hospital, local care 
homes and gp surgeries. 

London-based jeweller Clara Breen used her creative skills to 
make something far out of  her comfort zone: long-sleeved, 
washable gowns and aprons. After listening to the problems faced 
by two neighbours who worked as nurses, she got in touch with a 
colleague at Cockpit Arts, the milliner Karen Henriksen. Using 
Karen’s knowledge of  patterns and Clara’s experience in 
production and coordination, they created a community of  28 
volunteer sewers (around half  from Cockpit). Once again, the 
materials were paid for by crowdfunding and the gowns have gone 
to a variety of  local medical settings, including St Bart’s. 

Making this vital kit has involved a lot of  hard work, but it has 
also been rewarding. For Patryk, one of  the big positives was a 
galvanising effect on his team in unsettling times, while Clara says, 

“I don’t think I’ve ever felt so connected to my neighbourhood.” 
Karen-Ann notes it brought together many of  those in the 3D 
printing community in the Highlands who might otherwise have 
worked alone.

The success of  these initiatives shows the dedication of  their 
participants, and, importantly, the power of  skills inherent to 
goldsmithing and its related industries. Clara is clear that her 
creative and practical skills as a jeweller enabled her to set up the 
project because they meant she knew how to take the process of  
making from one step to another, to coordinate and to problem-
solve. For Karen, the perfectionism and ability to work across a 
range of  materials learned for her craft translated perfectly into 
manufacturing protective equipment. 

These makers are not alone: across the creative and 
manufacturing industries people have found solutions to a problem 
that has challenged the less flexible organs of  government. As the 
world innovates to cope with the new issues we face, it is a timely 
reminder why these skills are so important. ✦

One of the protective gowns 
made by a community of Cockpit 
Arts makers and their neighbours, 
facilitated by Clara Breen  
SUZIE FREEMAN

ELENI BIDE

Creativity in a Crisis:  
Making PPE for Key Workers
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JOANNA HARDY

Mark Nuell:  
Modern Lapidary
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When an item catches my eye, it is usually 
because it is well made and of  original design. 
Reaching this level of  craftsmanship takes years 
of  perseverance, determination and the desire 
to push technical boundaries. Skills and design 
will keep evolving in talented craftspeople, and 
their journey of  creativity and struggle is 
integral to their pieces. 

R E G U L A R  V I S I T O R S  T O  T H E  G O L D S M I T H S ’ 

Fair are familiar with many of  the exhibitors and their 
methods; as a result, when a goldsmith or silversmith 
proudly displays a new departure in their technique or 
design, it is a moment of  great excitement for a 
collector. Sensing these changes is what makes meeting 
the maker in settings such as the Fair so important. 
Being able to ask questions about how their work is 
crafted and how it has evolved is crucial in appreciating 
what has gone into that piece. 

Last September at the Fair, one such craftsperson, 
Mark Nuell, particularly caught our attention with two 
of  his sapphire rings. Asking Mark to explain them in 
more detail opened a dialogue that allowed us to 
understand the journey that led to their creation. The 
conversation not only resulted in the purchasing of  the 
two rings for the Goldsmiths’ Company Collection, but 
it also prompted me to visit Mark’s workshop in 
Cockpit Arts to learn more.

Born in the uk in 1961, Mark moved with his 
family to Australia two years later as part of  the ‘Ten 
Pound Poms’ scheme, an initiative through which 
families paid £10 in processing fees to migrate to 

Australia. They travelled by plane (with about 10 
stopovers) and settled in Brisbane, where they built a 
house. Mark’s father, Mike Nuell, got a job in an oil 
refinery, but at the weekends he would pack up the car 
and go off into the bush with a few mates fossicking for 
opals and garnets – a welcome relief  from the grind 
of  night shifts. 

Mike heard about an area of  sapphire deposits in 
Rubyvale, some 450 miles north-west of  Brisbane. It 
was too far away for a weekend trip, so he decided to 
take the family on a three-week holiday. Mark, aged 
eight at the time, remembers the trip being an 
adventure: “the roads were not tarmacked and we 
would get constantly bogged.” When they arrived, his 
father spent his days fossicking for sapphires, showing 
the family what he had found in the evening. Mark 
recalls sitting on the ground, picking up little green and 
yellow sapphire crystals, and putting them in a 
matchbox, totally fascinated. 

On that holiday, his father found a few sapphires 
that he was able to sell in Brisbane. This success 
obviously gave him the impetus to give up his job, as, 
six months later, the family headed back to Rubyvale. 

☛
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Mike built them a corrugated tin shack on 
a hill called Reward, where they lived  
for months. There was no electricity or 
running water and the “dunny” was 100ft 
away, but that didn’t seem to matter: they 
just got on with the adventure. Mark, his 
brother and sister went to school in Anakie. 
It was 6 miles by car followed by 12 miles 
by school bus, and situated on the edge of  
a railway track that saw a train heading into 
the Outback once a week.

Mark remembers people were scattered 
throughout the bush, living in makeshift 
camps, caravans and huts, all hunting for 
blue crystals. The area attracted colourful 
characters who wanted to escape the 
monotony of  city life. “They all had big 
hats and long beards and fancied 
themselves as prospectors; there weren’t 
any geologists, just a bunch of  fossickers, 
like mudlarks, very hill-billy, without any 
real structure.” It was the early 1970s and 
dealers from Thailand set up their huts in 
Rubyvale to buy the blue sapphires the 
miners found. They were not interested in 
the greens and yellows, so the miners kept 
those for themselves. The sapphires were 
mainly discovered in alluvial deposits, but 
there were also tunnels and shafts made to 
a depth of  up to 30ft. 

Mark’s father eventually made some 
money from his ventures, which meant that 
he could afford a more permanent home 
further out in the bush. He bought an old 
timber house, put it on the back of  his truck 
and used it to build the bush-timber house 
where they lived for the next 10 years. With 
his mining partner, he bought a digger and 
a jigger, which used water to separate the 
gravel and gems. 

Mark remembers his childhood fondly 
as a very special time when he and his 
siblings had the freedom to run around and 
explore the bush. He had a pet emu, called 
Manni, and a bush pig, called Jackie pig. 
Yet, without really noticing it, he was also 
growing a deep understanding of  and 

appreciation for sapphires. 
Amongst the European settlers were a 

couple of  cutters from Austria, who faceted 
the sapphires unwanted by the Thai dealers 
for the miners. When Mark left school at 
15, he joined them as an apprentice and 
stayed for seven years before setting up his 
own cutting business when he was 22. It felt 
a natural progression to learn how to 
become a goldsmith. At 24, he went to 
Sydney and was accepted onto a three- 
year course at a technical art college in 
Paddington, whilst still occasionally cutting 
stones to bolster his meagre income. 

After finishing college in 1990, he was 
lured to London and sold his cutting 
machine to help pay for his passage. As a 
result, Mark did not cut a single gemstone 
for the next 28 years. Armed with only his 
college portfolio, Mark showed his drawings 
to galleries until avant-garde Electrum 
offered to sell his work. He had to find a 
studio pretty quickly to make the pieces! 

Mark’s father passed away in 2017 and 
his mother wanted to give him something 
in memory of  his Dad. Mark asked for a 
cutting machine, as he had been thinking 
about new ideas, inspired by the German 
gemstone cutter Bernd Munsteiner. 

There are not many gemstone cutters 
who are also accomplished goldsmiths and 
this rare combination allows Mark freedom 
of  thought and the ability to avoid being 
restricted by conventional techniques. 
Sitting in his studio, he shows me his latest 
piece: a necklace to be set with twenty-
three aquamarines, all cut by Mark. The 
faceting of  each stone is dictated by the 
shape of  the rough crystals, which – in an 
example of  how trading has changed – he 
bought from Nigerian dealers after finding 
them a few years ago on the internet. 
Unlike traditional cuts, there is no table 
facet and the reverse is also faceted, 
allowing the light to dance and bounce 
through the sea-green gems. Mark is taking 
his time to feel what is right for the necklace 

Previous Sapphire rings, 2019, 
sapphires cut by Mark Nuell,  
18ct gold 
Collection: The Worshipful 
Company of Goldsmiths 
RICHARD VALENCIA

Opposite Aquamarine earrings, 
2019, aquamarines cut by Mark 
Nuell, 18 and 22ct gold 
RICHARD VALENCIA

☛

“Mark cuts 
sapphires to 
display the 
natural beauty of  
yellow-, green- 
and part-coloured 
gemstones, which 
have not been 
tampered with  
by man. ”
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and the stones, so as to bring out the gems’ 
maximum potential, drawing on an 
intuition developed during his childhood 
in the Outback. 

The two rings that are now part of  the 
Goldsmiths’ Collection are set with 
sapphires that Mark chose on his most 
recent trip to Rubyvale, where he still buys 
gems from family friends. Sapphires come 
in all colours, but, as with the Thai dealers 
of  Mark’s childhood, commercial demand 
is almost exclusively for blue. The majority 
are heat treated to achieve a uniform colour 
throughout the stone, but, refreshingly, 

Opposite Iceberg ring, 2019, 
aquamarine cut by Mark Nuell, 
22ct gold and silver 
RICHARD VALENCIA 
 
Top Gem-cutting – checking  
the facets, 2020  
LEO HILLIER 

Mark cuts sapphires to display the natural 
beauty of  yellow-, green- and part-coloured 
gemstones, which have not been tampered 
with by man. 

Mark’s jewellery is a result of  a wealth 
of  influences and factors: learning to be 
comfortable with nature as a child; a sense 
of  freedom; guidance from his parents; his 
artistic talent. All these accumulate in 
jewels that have integrity and honesty, 
which cannot fail to bring the wearer 
pleasure and happiness. ✦
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B O X E S  P R O V I D E  E N D L E S S  P L A Y  F O R

silversmiths with the patience to learn the specialist 
skills required. They form a distinctive category in the 
Goldsmiths’ Company’s peerless Collection of  modern 
and contemporary British silver. The Containing Silver 
exhibition displayed just some of  the wonderful boxes 
in the Collection dating from the 18th century through 
to the present day, revealing well-known makers at their 
wittiest and most inventive. 

a rich panel of  enamelling inside the lid, showing the 
arms of  the Company with its unicorn supporters and 
its crest of  a demi-virgin – complete with delicate ruff 
in platinum wire and rock-crystal body – set against a 
cloak of  ermine tails. It is one of  Osman’s finest works, 
demonstrating his unique combination of  medieval 
fantasy with modernist rigour.

“If  Osman has sometimes been uncouth in 
expression, Benney can be flashy.” Michael Hughes’s 
words on the great silversmith Gerald Benney are 
worth remembering when looking at his boxes in the 
Collection. Containing Silver demonstrated how boxes 
were a serious medium for Benney, from the plain 
examples dating from the 1950s to his experiments 
with texture in the early 1960s, both in silver and – 
from 1965 – in 18ct gold. Then, in the 1970s, came an 
explosion of  colour as Benney learnt to make peerless 
enamels in his Beenham workshop, following intensive 
tuition from the Norwegian specialist Berger Bergensen. 
We showed a range of  pieces from Benney’s workshop, 
including a cigarette box from 1974 that creates a 
strikingly modernist effect with a characteristic spot 
design in white on white combined with a stripe of  
translucent enamel over silver textured with his 
trademark ‘Benney bark’. Two Egyptian-style boxes in 
the form of  a human eye combine the techniques of  
champlevé and basse-taille. One of  Benney’s finest 
enamelled boxes came on generous loan to us from the 
Pearson Silver Collection: an 18ct gold box, textured 
beneath panels of  deep-red enamel, the most 
temperamental of  all colours to fire. Set into the lid is 
the largest-known matrix boulder opal, making the box 
a 20th century masterpiece that illustrates Benney’s 
inimitable striping in enamel. 

Malcolm Appleby’s work as a world-class master 
engraver was also strongly brought out in the display, 
starting with his early cigar canister in steel, 
damascened in gold and silver with a typical Appleby 
design of  the sun and moon within a swirling cosmos. 
This experimental and immensely strong piece dates 
from his early career, and shows his training as a gun 
engraver. Continuity in theme and treatment can be 
seen in his Millennium Casket in white and yellow gold, 

Containing Silver:
An Exhibition of Boxes
DORA THORNTON

“The personalities of  
some of  the greatest 
British makers 
emerged strongly. ”

The personalities of  some of  the greatest British 
makers emerged strongly. The show included two 
outstanding early cigarette canisters made by H.G. 
Murphy. The first is a cylindrical box from 1931, 
decorated with applied roundels of  twisted silver wire 
and topped with a finial of  turned ivory – a masterpiece 
of  modernist design and a bestseller. A second, made 
in his Falcon Studio in London two years later, is a 
signature piece. A plain, silver cylinder is applied with 
hand-cut tubes to represent cigarettes, their smoke 
engraved in the form of  Murphy’s name written in 
shorthand. The finial is shaped as a lit cigarette tipped 
with a red star sapphire, with cut-out shorthand 
inscriptions serving as grips. A cigar box from 1985 
was commissioned by the Company to mark the Prime 
Wardenship of  Sir Edward Ford. It is the work of  nine 
specialist makers, directed by the extraordinary 
architect-designer Louis Osman. Outside, it takes the 
form of  a heavy silver box, expertly cast by Jacqueline 
Stieger from Osman’s wax model, complete with his 
fingerprints. The box opens on heavy hinges to reveal 

☛
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Previous  
Top Pixie Box by Miriam Hanid, 
2017, silver, hand engraved with 
black and lemon gilding  
THE PEARSON SILVER COLLECTION 
 
Bottom underside of Pixie Box  
by Miriam Hanid 
THE PEARSON SILVER COLLECTION

Below Cigar Jar by Malcolm 
Appleby, 1969, steel with 
damascened gold & silver 
Collection: The Worshipful 
Company of Goldsmiths

commissioned by the Company in 1999. This also 
celebrates the elements and the pull of  the moon on 
ocean tides, emanating from a huge cabochon 
moonstone on the lid. The whole conveys the sense of  
what Appleby calls “thought energy”, or creative flow.

Beautifully designed by 4D as part of  the 
Goldsmiths’ Fair 2019 Art of  Collecting theme, 
Containing Silver presented the viewer with a display of  
treasures to be used and lived with, seen against waves 
of  subtly coloured and torn handmade paper. The aim 
was to encourage close looking and to inspire new 
generations of  makers and collectors. ✦
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The Assay Office  
London: 
Prove, 
Protect 
and Adorn
ELENI BIDE
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H A L L M A R K I N G  H A S  L O N G  B E E N

celebrated as the uk’s oldest continuous 
form of  consumer protection, but how do 
you make such a venerable institution serve 
makers and buyers in the 21st century? 
Rising to this challenge is a key strategic 
goal for the Company and its guardian of  
the hallmark, the London Assay Office. 
Recognising that collaboration, education 
and advocacy are powerful tools in our 
hyper-connected society, it has developed 
a range of  initiatives to ensure that, seven 
centuries after its inception, the hallmark 
still protects the public. 

The potential and the problems of  
online retail form one of  the most obvious 
challenges. The events of  2020 have only 
accelerated the growing dominance of  the 
internet as a platform for selling precious 
objects and this marketplace can be difficult 
to regulate. In 2019, the Goldsmiths’ 
Company worked with the British 

Hallmarking Council (bhc) to commission 
research to gauge the scale of  the problem. 
A 10-day internet sweep revealed that 36% 
of  ‘gold’ jewellery listed on sites such as 
Amazon and Preloved had not been 
advertised as hallmarked. Of  those listings, 
24% were suspected as fake and potentially 
being sold illegally. eBay was found to be 
another hotspot for possible hallmarking 
infringements: sellers on this platform alone 
accounted for more than half  (56%) of  all 
suspect items of  ‘gold’ jewellery being sold 
online without mention of  a hallmark. 

With these stark figures demonstrating 
how consumers are being offered precious 
metal objects without the protection of  a 
hallmark, the Assay Office has worked with 
the bhc to call on the government to make 
sure hallmarking enforcement is fit for the 
modern age. Deputy Warden Dr Robert 
Organ is clear: “This must include a review 
of  the current Hallmarking Act to see  

if  it could be extended to cover inter- 
net trade.” 

In addition, Robert states that online 
platforms have a role to play: “We are also 
asking the government to work with 
Amazon and eBay to increase hallmarking 
information on precious metal jewellery 
listings, raising consumer and seller 
awareness about hallmarking and the law.” 
In spring 2020 the London Assay Office 
worked with the bhc to explore how 
different stakeholders within the industry 
could be engaged to make enforcement on 
all platforms more effective.

But advocating for improved digital 
enforcement is only one part of  the 
campaign to ensure the hallmark retains its 
power to protect. The Assay Office has also 
worked with makers and retailers to give 
them the tools to use the authentication 
mark positively as a guarantor of  purity. 
These include video guides looking at the 
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value and meaning of  hallmarking, which 
Assay Office customers can link to from 
their own websites. At just over a minute 
long, they are attention-grabbing, accessible 
and designed to work with consumers’ 
browsing habits. 

March 2020 saw the Assay Office 
launch a new point-of-sale booklet for 
hallmarking customers. This free resource 

– designed to be given away with precious 

metal purchases and small enough to fit 
inside a gift jewel box – explains what a 
hallmark is and what safeguards it gives for 
their newly acquired piece. By including 
this in their point-of-sale package, makers 
and retailers can use the hallmark to 
enhance the preciousness of  their products.

Reaching younger consumers could 
seem like a difficult challenge given some 
of  the ancient traditions surrounding the 
hallmark, but the Assay Office has 
collaborated with brands that combine a 
significant younger following with an 
appreciation of  the trust a hallmark brings. 
It worked with Oliver Proudlock’s Serge 
DeNimes to create a film for its website 
about how hallmarking works. The Serge 
DeNimes Instagram account, which has 
more than sixty thousand followers, proudly 
states that all its jewellery is hallmarked in 
the uk. Bobby and Tommy White’s 

Previous & Opposite  
Hallmarking pieces by Serge De 
Nimes at the London Assay Office  
HANNAH MILES

Below Lace Lock by  
Bobby White, 2019, 18ct white 
gold and diamonds 
BOBBY WHITE LTD

YouTube videos regularly surpass two 
million views, and they have created 
content explaining why hallmarking is 
relevant to them. It is not just the guarantee 
of  purity that is important to these makers 

– the hallmark’s ability to connect the 
consumer to the maker through the 
sponsor’s mark also appeals to a generation 
that values provenance and wants to know 
about the making process. And, according 
to Bobby, the hallmark’s “iconic visuals” 
have their own appeal too.

In today’s uncertain world, we need  
the reliability and assurance provided  
by scientific testing more than ever. 
Although modern consumers navigate  
the world of  jewellery and silver in a very 
different way to their forebears, the 
hallmark is there to protect and reassure 
each new generation. ✦
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goldsmiths’ stories

During the Covid-19 lockdown, the Goldsmiths’ Company reached out to craftspeople and asked them to share their 
stories on social media using the hashtag #GoldsmithsStories. Over one thousand posts followed, enabling makers to 

share their experiences; connect with one another and the Company at a time of  difficulty; and create a virtual network 
of  inspiration and support. These are some of  the Goldsmiths’ Stories of  the lockdown.

For jeweller and silversmith Jessica Jue, the 
lockdown period gave makers time ‘to remind 
ourselves of  the things we truly love doing’. 
The enforced quietness of  April and May gave 
some the space to re-focus on aspects of  their 
work that might have been left behind in busier 
times. Jessica was able to ‘get some ideas down 
that have been floating in the back of  my head 
for the longest time. For a good year I had 
completely forgotten how much I love to draw 
and paint.’

Jessica Jue

A REMINDER OF WHAT 

WE LOVE DOING

When able to work at all, many makers 
adapted to smaller, temporary workspaces, 
which shaped the scale of  their work. 
‘Normally you would find me in Studio 10, a 
workshop inside Yorkshire Artspace’s 
Persistence Works,’ explained Helena Russell. 
‘But I have had a change of  scenery recently, 
one which is now shaping my current practice. 
This is my “at-home” makeshift bench. Whilst 
it is limiting what I can do, I am extremely 
grateful that I am still able to produce work 
from home. It has encouraged a change of  
scale to my pieces and I have enjoyed using 
this time to explore and develop smaller-scale 
ideas which I’ve had in my sketchbook for 
some time now.’

Helena Russell

GOING SMALL-SCALE
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The lockdown was a period of  great anxiety 
and maker Cara Murphy shared her 
experiences with refreshing openness on the 
#GoldsmithsStories hashtag. Her posts 
included talking about ‘enjoying a quiet late 
night in the workshop’ after a migraine and 
discussing new work: ‘not sure what I’m doing 
but starting to relook at testing new work 
started last year’. For many, being able to share 
the sense of  uncertainty was a valuable part 
of  the Goldsmiths’ Stories threads and helped 
others understand they were not alone.

Cara Murphy

UNCERTAINTY

Working against the beautiful backdrop of  
Shetland, Rod Kelly is perhaps more adjusted 
to peace and quiet than many makers, 
although lockdown offered extra time for 
reflection. With work punctuated by walks in 
the hills of  Muckle Roe to gather peat for his 
workshop stove, Rod chose to film his making 
sessions for Instagram, providing insights and 
tips, and sharing his knowledge. He thanked 
those who had watched each day. ‘It has been 
a nice way to interact with other makers at 
such a difficult time worldwide.’

Rod Kelly

SHARING KNOWLEDGE
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Lockdown reminded Lucie Gledhill of  her 
work Rope is Patient, a sculptural silver rope 
chain comprising thousands of  individually 
soldered links and made with ‘hours, days of  
patient repetition’. The piece is pictured in a 
2016 image by Kasia Wozniak, using wet plate 
collodion – ‘silver to represent silver’. The 
chain embodies notions of  patience and 
submission to the process. ‘I am reminded of  
this way of  working at this time of  endless days 
of  solitude.’

Lucie Gledhill

PATIENCE FROM 

PAST EXPERIENCE

For some makers, the lockdown period offered 
the time and space to nurture and build their 
skills. The picturesque surroundings of  
Bishopsland Educational Trust were the 
backdrop to Sarah Shelton-Palmer’s Covid-19 
experience. As their artist-in-residence, she 
considers herself  ‘very fortunate’ to have been 
working there during the lockdown. She is 
shown chasing a carafe from her Chasing 
Waves collection under the wisteria which 
grows on the workshop there. 

Sarah Shelton-Palmer

NURTURING

KASIA WOZNIAK

RACHEL JONES
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Jeweller Amanda Mansell chose to focus on 
the meaning jewellery has for people, and the 
stories behind her creations. The reflections 
she shared included the journey behind a 
bespoke engagement ring (shown here) and a 
piece made for a keyworker in memory of  her 
husband and mother. ‘For me, jewellery is 
about the connection it has to people, places 
and moments in time, and the lasting 
memories it captures,’ wrote Amanda. 
‘Lockdown Life won’t be forever, plan 
something wonderful to look forward to  

– a future happy moment.’

Amanda Mansell

PEOPLE, PLACES,  

MOMENTS

For those unable to work, there was a lot of  
thinking time. ‘I haven’t got access to my 
workshop currently, so I wanted to focus on 
doing something positive, something reflective,’ 
explained Catherine Mannheim. Posting an 
image a week on social media, Catherine has 
been charting her journey as a designer and 
the way in which her jewellery has evolved over 
the decades, allowing her to reflect on 
continuity and change.

Catherine Mannheim

POSITIVE REFLECTION
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CIORSDAN BROWN TALKS TO EMMA HENLY

‘Surviving Is a Talent’: 
New Horizon Youth Centre
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N E W  H O R I Z O N  YO U T H  C E N T R E  I S  A  C H A R I T Y

based in King’s Cross, London. It is a vital support 
network for 16-24 year olds who have no one else to 
turn to. Its hub provides everything from hot food, 
showers and laundry to help with accessing 
accommodation, sourcing training and employment 
opportunities, and a nurse. The Goldsmiths’ Company 
Charity has supported New Horizon Youth Centre in 
the past through its small-grants programme, and 
recently committed to contribute £58,500 over three 
years towards the salary of  its Cross Teams Senior 
Worker. The Charity Committee was impressed by 
New Horizon’s holistic approach and their practical 
collaboration with others working on the issues 
surrounding youth homelessness. 

Before the outbreak of  Covid-19, we had already 
planned to interview one of  the New Horizon team. 
After the pandemic hit, we spoke to Emma Henly and 
asked how the charity and its staff are coping. 

Could you introduce yourself  and tell us a little 
bit about your role?

My name is Emma Henly and I am the Senior 
Youth and Advice Worker at New Horizon Youth 
Centre. I’ve been working in the charity sector for 10 
years, spending the first half  of  my career in 
international development before completing a 

Master’s in Applied Anthropology, Community and 
Youth Work five years ago. I’ve been at New Horizon 
for four years and progressed to this management role 
at the start of  the year. 

It’s my job to support the running of  the day centre 
and ensure all the internal teams are working together 
to achieve the best outcomes for young people. This 
includes managing six youth workers and specialist 
housing-advice workers, ensuring the centre is a fun 
and safe space, developing an innovative programme 
of  activities and lifeskills workshops, leading on 
safeguarding and mucking in with the dishes as well! 
Normally I would spend half  my week in the day centre 
as a frontline worker and the other half  managing staff, 
delivering projects, and meeting partners and funders. 
No two days are the same and that’s one of  the reasons 
I love this role. 

Covid-19 has meant you have lost access to 
your hub in the heart of  London. How has this 
affected your ability to deliver services and 
how have you adapted?

Losing our physical space has completely changed 
the way we work. We’re now doing as much as we can 
to adapt our services and stay in contact with our young 
people in new and innovative ways. We’ve moved all 
of  our frontline work to the phone, text message and 

☛

Emma Henly NEW HORIZON YOUTH CENTRE
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WhatsApp. We’re completing housing assessments electronically, 
as well as sending electronic vouchers to young people to ensure 
they have enough food now that our breakfast and lunch service 
is closed. We’re also moving towards an online system of  referrals, 
which means we’ll soon be able to support new young people who 
have become homeless during the pandemic. Internally, we’re 
using platforms such as Microsoft Teams to maintain contact with 
one another and keep morale up with online catch-ups and events.

How has Covid-19 affected the young people you  
work with?

Covid-19 has had a huge impact. Our day centre provides a 
safe space for young people to get their basic needs met – such as 
having a shower or being able to eat a decent meal. For some young 
people, our team provides the only consistent and positive adult 
role models in their lives, and informal conversations with our 
youth workers, as well as appointments for housing or employment 
advice, offer hope. It’s these core relationships and services that 
equip young people to take on their difficulties and break down 
their barriers. It’s also a safe space for young adults fleeing abuse, 
violence or trauma to come to, be listened to, make friends and 
recognise that they aren’t alone. With day centres across the 
country currently closed until further notice, this has left many 
without this lifeline. 

Some of  our young people have faced weeks isolating on their 
own in hotels in unfamiliar parts of  London and now face 
uncertainty about the future. We have worked around the clock 
with local outreach teams to locate and register those sleeping 
rough into appropriate accommodation and we keep in  
weekly contact with all young people in hotels to check in on  
their wellbeing.

We also know young people are losing their jobs due to 
Covid-19. They are heavily represented in industries such as retail 
and hospitality, which have been hugely impacted by the lockdown, 
and many are on zero-hours contracts. For them, it is a worrying 
time with uncertainty about when they can return to work and 
anxiety around missing rent payments. 

And that’s just the tip of  the iceberg. Many of  the young people 
we work with you don’t see. They are sofa-surfing, often in unsafe 
or precarious arrangements. Referrals into accommodation and 
hostels have slowed down or ceased. This means young people are 
having to stay in places that are unsuitable or unsafe with very 
little opportunity to move on. 

How important is collaboration to your key mission 
around youth homelessness and do you think  
the pandemic brought this out even more strongly  
than before? 

This crisis has shown more than ever the value of  working 
together. Partnerships have and will continue to be a key part of  
our strategy and collaboration is one of  our values, because we 
know that we are stronger when we work with diverse people  
and organisations. 

We’re the lead organisation in a pan-London partnership called 
the London Youth Gateway, a youth homelessness service with 
Depaul, Shelter and Stonewall Housing, amongst others, which 
supports more than seven thousand young people each year. We’ve 
been working even more closely with our partners there to ensure 
we have a joined-up service for homeless young people in London 
during the crisis. 

Beyond this, we also collaborate with statutory services and 
New Horizon Youth Centre is a trusted partner, supporting and 
challenging the work of  councils across London to get the best 
outcomes for young people. 

What are your hopes for the future? 
I have so many! My first is that we can safely open our doors 

again soon and continue to reach some of  London’s most 
vulnerable young adults. We know that this will probably look very 
different to how we have operated before but having a safe space 
for young people to come to is vital. 

I also hope we can continue to advocate for young people at 
policy level so their needs and aspirations are heard by 
decisionmakers. Young people are often hidden from the statistics 
but we passionately believe that their voices and experiences need 
to be heard. During a crisis like this, in which they are likely to  
be amongst some of  the most affected, I want to ensure they’re  
not forgotten. 

Lastly, we’ve already learnt so much about the resilience and 
adaptability of  our young people during this time. Given the 
challenges that they face, it’s no surprise that they tell us that 
surviving is a talent, but we believe that these talents should be 
used for so much more. I’m excited by the challenge and the sense 
of  possibility to continue developing our service. 

Thank you very much for the vital work you do, we 
appreciate the extra effort you and other charities are 
putting in under such immense strain. ✦

Previous Left Janet Matthews, 
the Employment, Education and 
Training Coordinator at New 
Horizon, leads a session  
NEW HORIZON YOUTH CENTRE
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Wearable Sculpture:  
The Brooch

CORINNE JULIUS
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A brooch is the most outward-facing type of  
jewellery (with the possible exception of  a tiara). 
The wearer puts it on, but she or he sees it less 
than a ring or bracelet. It creates a triangular 
relationship between maker as artist, wearer  
as mini-gallery and viewer as audience. It is  
a canvas displayed for others to look at. The 
brooch is more about how the viewer perceives 
it, the reaction that this provokes and the 
wearer’s response to that engagement than  
the wearer’s direct enjoyment of  the piece. 

A F T E R  I T S  H E Y D AY  I N  T H E  1 9 5 0 S ,  W H E N

everywoman wore a brooch on her lapel or twinset, 
this item of  jewellery has come to be perceived as 
somewhat old-fashioned and conservative. Over the 
last decade however, the brooch has been making 
something of  a comeback. It has been worn with pride 
by women who, often in a quiet, understated way, have 
used it to proclaim their authority. The most recent 
example is Lady Hale’s renowned spider brooch, 
sported during her announcement of  the Supreme 
Court’s Brexit judgement. Within 48 hours, it had 
occasioned 427 online articles and social media posts 
around the world. 

The earliest brooches took the form of  pins – 
possibly thorns – keeping cloth on the body. Unlike 
other types of  jewellery, a brooch cannot be worn 
without clothing. The earliest, the fibula (from the Latin 
‘figere’ – to attach), was a single piece of  wire with a 
simple spiral winding. Yet almost from the beginning, 

☛

The Four Gentlemen of China  
by Anna Gordon, 2017, silver, 
oxidised silver, mother of  
pearl and gold  
SHANNON TOFTS
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Bronze Age pins were decorated. “The 
brooch may have started as a functional 
object for holding clothes, but it became 
symbolic and impressive. It became a 
signifier of  status, religion and politics and 
was emblematic,” says Rachel Church, 
curator at the V&A and author of  Brooches 
and Badges. 

During the Medieval period most 
brooches took a decorated ring form, 
consisting of  a metal circle traversed by a 
pin inserted through fabric. They were 
worn singly on the shoulder or chest, or in 
series; a king might sport three. Women 
pinned them at the neckline as a symbolic 
protection of  their virtue, as attested by  
the 13th century brooch in the British 
Museum inscribed: ‘I am a brooch to guard  
the breast, that no rascal may put his  
hand thereon.’ 

As imports from the Spanish colonies 
made gemstones more accessible, their use 
in brooches increased. By the 18th century, 
brooches were less about the display of  
wealth than of  social and intellectual status. 
Cameo brooches by Wedgwood or 
purchased as souvenirs of  the Grand Tour 
became popular, along with those set with 
miniscule mosaics. 

The Victorians took to brooches with 
relish. By this time, pieces in diverse media 
at different price points were available 
across society. They identified different 
groups, from widows wearing mourning 
brooches popularised by Queen Victoria 
to the suffragettes, with their purple, white 
and green brooches in Women’s Social and 
Political Union colours. There was even a 
brooch in the form of  a portcullis, to be 
worn by those who had been imprisoned 
in Holloway.

Art Nouveau brooches, by contrast, were 
bravura celebrations of  the glories of  
nature: birds and f lowers made of  
unfaceted gemstones and a plethora of  
different materials from horn to glass. By 
the mid-1920s, Art Deco styles – more 

Below Max Danger wearing  
a brooch by Graeme McColm 
PAUL READ PHOTOGRAPHY

Opposite Brooch  
by Giovanni Corvaja, 2017 
ADRIAN SASSOON
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geometric, and featuring diamonds and 
platinum – proliferated, before the more 
restrained pins of  the war period. 

But with the 1960s and the change to 
more relaxed fashion, the brooch was de 
trop, at least until the development of  artist 
brooches. A major stimulus to that was 
The International Exhibition of  Modern Jewellery, 
1890-1961, curated by Graham Hughes at 
Goldsmiths’ Hall, at which artists used the 
brooch form as ‘wearable sculpture’, a  
term that became the mantra of  many 
contemporary jewellers. 

“A brooch is rewarding,” says jeweller Jo 
Hayes Ward, who has two brooches in the 
Company’s collection. “It’s a bigger canvas, 
with few constraints (except weight). It gives 
much more space to be creative. I want my 
brooches to be seen as like sculpture, 
wearable sculpture, rather than pieces of  
jewellery. The brooch is not tied, like a ring, 
to a specific milestone. The energy you put 
into a brooch is monumental: you go to 
town with it and that’s wonderful.”

Italian artist-goldsmith Giovanni 
Corvaja agrees: “Art should not be limited 
to the home; a beautiful brooch can enliven 
a classic dinner jacket, converting it 
instantly to red carpet glamour. I enjoy 
working with metals of  different colours to 
create movement, transparency and 
lightness in a piece that can look fabulous 
on a man or woman.”

For Silvia Weidenbach who works with 
3D printing combined with traditional 
techniques, the delights of  the brooch are 
manifold. “Everyone can wear them, 
whereas rings and earrings need to fit. 
There’s a dialogue between the brooch and 
the textile it’s worn on and people can 
engage with a three-dimensional object. Of  
course, it’s a challenge: it must be wearable.” 
This may surprise those who view (but not 
those who wear) her work, which is 
flamboyant and deeply coloured, with 
examples including Granny’s Chips ,  
a contemporary take on the Crown Jewels. 

“I like a sense of  humour in my work,  
some playfulness. It combines colour, 
composition, form, material and content 

– a story. A brooch is a statement.”
Brooches are the backbone of  Anna 

Gordon’s designs, with examples recently 
acquired by the V&A and the Goldsmiths’ 
Company. “I like the format, the blank 
canvas that is not determined by the 
demands of  the wearer or their sex.” She 
often presents her brooches in a frame so 
that they can be a sculpture both on and 
off the body. “I have a lot of  male customers 
who like the experience of  picking them up 
and handling them. Brooches are three-
dimensional. They have a front, back and 
sides. The back is every bit as important as 
the front. You can tell when a jeweller picks 
up a brooch: they immediately look at the 

back. Getting the fixing right is imperative. 
The whole construction of  a brooch is 
micro-engineering, especially as many of  
mine are kinetic. It’s absolutely what I love.” 
Curator Dr Elizabeth Goring agrees. “A 
brooch rather than a pin or badge is 
engineered. It requires thought by a maker 
as to how it’s constructed, how it sits on the 
body and how it is attached to the body.”

Today most wearers of  contemporary 
pieces position them singly to one side or 
centrally, as does collector Viv Woodiwiss. 

“Brooches  are  my pass ion.  I  l ike 
architectural, geometric pieces and pieces 
that have movement. They must have good 
structure and bold shapes. Brooches are 
wearable sculpture and I buy clothes simply 
as a canvas for the brooches.” However, the 
art collector the late Terry Brodie-Smith 

Primavera Brooch, by Jacqueline 
Ryan, 2018, 18ct gold and 
vitreous enamel 
Collection: The Worshipful 
Company of Goldsmiths  
RICHARD VALENCIA
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wore numerous brooches together,  
curating them as a portable gallery to be 
reconfigured in different designs. For  
such wearer-collectors the brooch is an 
expression of  identity. They belong to a 
tribe that understands the artists’ intentions, 
but they also enjoy provoking interactions 
with those they meet, so that each brooch 
accrues its own history.  

Anna Gordon relishes letting her 
brooches go in this way. “They always 
acquire a story, the experience of  the 
wearer and why they wear it.” Elizabeth 
Moignard, Professor of  Classical Art and 
Archaeology, and former Vice-Dean of  
Arts at Glasgow University, agrees. In her 
academic circle she became known for her 
brooches. “I was a suit. Pieces had to sit on 
my lapel. It’s quite fun to wear something 

that might undermine the assumptions of  
other people. For example, sometimes when 
chairing a meeting, particularly one that 
might be difficult, I would quite deliberately 
wear something that would distract  
people’s attention.”

This is a strategy used by many powerful 
professional women, such as Madeline 
Albright, former us Secretary of  State, 
whose collection numbered 300 brooches. 
‘Pins with attitude are part of  my diplomatic 
arsenal,’ she writes in Read My Pins:  
Stories From a Diplomatic Jewel Box. ‘During 
negotiations with Saddam Hussein, a poem 
appeared in the papers in Baghdad 
comparing me to “an unparalleled serpent”. 
So I decided to wear an antique snake 
brooch when I talked about Iraq. […] The 
press asked, “Why are you wearing that 

snake brooch?” I said, “Because Saddam 
Hussein compared me to an unparalleled 
serpent.” I thought this is fun.’ 

She took the wearing of  symbolic 
brooches to a new level, saying, “Read my 
pins.” (A play on Bush’s “Read my lips.”) 

‘I saw it as an additional way of  expressing 
what I was saying, a visual way to deliver  
a message. […] They [brooches] engage 
people, they are an indication of  my mood 
and they made foreign policy less foreign. 
They also showed that a woman could wear 
a pin and think something at the same time. 
Their real value is the stories they tell. 
Brooches are inherently expressive, exotic 
or plain, they reveal much about who we 
are, how we hope to be perceived and can 
provide a more personal connection.’ ✦

Granny’s Chips Reloaded,  
by Silvia Weidenbach, 2015,  
3D printed Moondust, oxidised 
silver, smoky quartz (yellow 
brooch), spinel (purple 
brooch), sapphire (pink brooch) 
SYLVAIN DELEU
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E X PA N D I N G  T H E  R E AC H  A N D  I M PAC T  O F  T H E

Goldsmiths’ Centre’s support for education and 
training is a vital part of  its mission: working with 
others helps it to go further faster to deliver key skills 
and make a bigger difference to the industry. Since 
2017, the Centre has collaborated with industry 
partners to deliver education and training programmes 
across the uk, reaching more than 800 makers and 
students. This has been made possible by the advent 
of  our collaborative-funding and small-grants 
programmes in 2017, which was followed by the launch 
of  the 1327 Fund. The Centre delivers trade support 
on behalf  of  the 1327 Fund and the impact of  these 
programmes can be seen in all corners of  our sector, 
from master engravers to secondary-school teachers, 
as well as closer to home with our own Foundation 
Programme students and apprentices.

A notable example is Gabriela Kucharska, who was 
the Company’s first design apprentice, bound to 
jewellery designer Barry Moss, and who now works for 
Cleave and Company Ltd. The Fine Jewellery Design 
apprenticeship was the first apprentice specialism that 
focused on a technique – hand drawing and Computer 
Aided Design (cad) – which is integral to the industry 
but not bench based. The technical skills involved are 
not taught to this level elsewhere and it is therefore a 
significant development to deliver traditional training 
in this way. Gabriela received her Freedom in June 
2019 when she presented her Masterpiece – a portfolio 
of  designs and a box made with cad – to the Court 
of  Wardens.

The Centre del ivers a diverse range of  
apprenticeships. All of  them involve a ‘day release’ 
programme consisting of  technical skills and contextual 
studies. Trainees are also supported to enter industry 
competitions and awards, which has resulted in a strong 
record at the prestigious global skills competition 
WorldSkills at both the national and international levels. 
Previous competitors have secured Medallions of  
Excellence – achieved by reaching high scores – with 

A Creative Education:  
Expanding the Goldsmiths’ 
Centre’s Reach and Impact
JULIA SKILTON

☛

past apprentice Alex Wood finishing seventh in the 
international competition. 

This is an opportunity we are now able to extend 
to more trainees as the Fund has provided a consultant, 
Steve Jinks, to teach the students to develop the highly 
specialist skills required to compete on a global level. 
Martina Grumitt, an apprentice and Foundation 
alumna, is one of  the students receiving specialist 
training in the Centre workshops. Martina took part 
in the uk competition and has already noticed the 
impact on her work, both in terms of  technical and 
project-management skills. She has now been selected 
to compete for a place at the international contest and 
is excited about the “opportunity to meet other 
jewellers from around the world and see how  
they work”.

The Centre has also, for the first time, extended its 
reach to new audiences across the uk by collaborating 
with key organisations such as Contemporary British 
Silversmiths and the Hand Engravers Association of  
Great Britain. Both programmes focused on developing 
new maker-teachers, proactively addressing the need 
for more people in the industry to pass on their skills. 
The benefits of  this programme will cascade into the 
wider industry, as beneficiaries will go on to teach 
others. Indeed, cbs estimates that, after the first two 
years, the number of  secondary beneficiaries already 
runs into the hundreds. 

The Hand Engravers Association’s Training the 
Trainers programme  addressed calligraphy – offering 
an introductory course – as well as supporting rare and 
highly prized skills essential for elite work such as 
copperplate engraving. Each course provided training 
for a new teacher, one of  whom was award-winning 
engraver Louise Sorrell, a past apprentice who was 
trained by and works for Sam James Ltd, is based at 
the Goldsmiths’ Centre, and specialises in pattern and 
pictorial work.  Louise taught at the hea’s Summer 
School with renowned engraver Angus McFadyen and 
reflected that “the students were really engaged and 
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interested; it reaffirmed my own knowledge.” As well 
as relishing her first teaching opportunity, Louise 
credits the hea for promoting the skill involved in 
engraving, and offering her the chance to meet 
likeminded engravers to exchange tips and learn tricks 
such as the many different ways you can do an ‘r’!

The discipline of  engraving is often overlooked by 
young people who may not be aware of  the career path. 
This throws light on a broader strand of  work with 
schools that the Centre has been involved with as a 
result of  the 1327 Fund. By partnering with 
organisations such as the Creative Dimension Trust 
and the Crafts Council, the Centre is helping to 
mitigate a national shortage of  creative education in 
schools by delivering programmes which support it. 
The effects of  this shortage are considerable – the 
Cultural Learning Alliance reports that between 2010 
and 2019 there was a 38% reduction in the number 
of  arts gcse entries in England.

Taking place in Birmingham and London, these 
partner programmes create opportunities for young 
people to work creatively with their hands and learn 

“techniques and skills that were not available within the 
department already”, as one teacher puts it. In each, 
a maker works with a school to deliver workshops, as 

well as provide Continuing Professional Development 
for staff. One head teacher was sufficiently confident 
about the benefits of  the programme that she has 
ensured that her school’s new building, opening in 
2021, will have a space to facilitate workshop activities.

Providing creative education has a myriad of  
benefits, from increasing wellbeing to contributing to 
the economy – the United Nations’ 2018 ‘Creative 
Economy Outlook and Country Profile’ report found 
that the value of  the global market for creative goods 
more than doubled between 2002 and 2015. Broader 
advantages have been noted too, with the recent 
Durham Commission report highlighting ‘the creative 
capacities that employers seek [… enabling people] to 
be resilient and adaptable, to pursue portfolio careers 
and engage in lifelong learning’.

At the time of  writing, the Covid-19 crisis has 
imposed a pause for reflection on how our collaborative 
programmes work. Whilst the immediate future 
presents new and pressing priorities, the connections 
made and ideas generated as a result of  this portfolio 
of  work have laid the foundations to ensure that the 
Centre can continue to increase its impact, benefitting 
young people and the sector as whole. ✦

Previous  
Engraver and jeweller Dudley 
Withers of Sauvarin Withers 
teaching on the Hand Engravers 
Association of Great Britain’s 
Summer School hosted at  
the Goldsmiths’ Centre 
© THE HAND ENGRAVERS 
ASSOCIATION OF GREAT BRITAIN 

Left Silversmith Theresa Nguyen 
demonstrating silversmithing 
techniques at the Birmingham 
School of Jewellery as part of  
the Crafts Council’s Make Your  
Future initiative 
© THE CRAFTS COUNCIL 
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Design for Court Cup for Timothy Schroder,  
The Harmony of Arts and Virtues by Kevin Coates, 2006, (397.C.06).  
Collection: The Worshipful Company of Goldsmiths



A PRIME  
WARDEN’S YEAR

When I was invited to write this piece, back in January, 
my first thought was how to make it different from the 
one I had written at the end of my first term as Prime 
Warden, four years ago. Last summer, as I went ‘once 
more unto the breach’, I predicted that my second term 
was bound to be different in certain respects; it’s just that 
I had no idea what those certain respects might be.  
 The diary that I have kept since taking on the role shows 
the year starting as any other, with a mixture of privilege 
and responsibility, and with a busy round of events that 
leaves few days and fewer evenings free for normal  
life. But it ends on a completely different note, with an 
absolute cessation of all outward-facing engagements, a 
hanging up of dinner jackets and suits, a putting away of 
ties and badges and gowns, and an end to that perennial 
hazard of any Prime Warden’s year – the expanding 

waistline. It did not, however, bring a stop to the job: 
staying home ushered in an entirely new regime of video 
conferences and virtual meetings. These were chaired 
from my kitchen table and had as many as 30 people on 
screen at once. No one can say that being Prime Warden 
is not an opportunity to hone new life skills.
 Leafing through the pages of the diary is like looking 
through the wrong end of a telescope. It opens with the 
changeover Court meeting and reading the almost 
unreadable declaration of an incoming Prime Warden, 
about ‘doing and making to do true assay’ (if you can get 
through that, you can get through anything); it continues 
into the summer with events, civic ceremonies and 
occasions to represent the Company away from London 
(such as at Goldsmiths North, a selling exhibition held  
at Cutlers’ Hall in Sheffield). Woven in with these  
events is the normal business of the Company – Court  
meetings and Wardens’ meetings, freedom ceremonies, 
apprentice bindings and committees – as well as 
composing speeches that are over in a flash but require 
careful preparation. 
 A Prime Warden’s year is a mixture of the predictable 
and the unpredictable. A predictably busy day was 11 
September, when a Wardens’ meeting in the morning  
was followed by a lunch attended by Frank Field mp, then 
a planning meeting about the collections-digitization 
project, and finally a special dinner at the Tower of 
London, organised by the Membership Committee. An 
example of the unpredictable came just two weeks later, 
when the opening of Goldsmiths’ Fair was disrupted by  
a massive thunderstorm: ‘Suddenly the Hall started to 
leak. Streams of black water seeped down the walls 
surrounding the great staircase and down the corridor 
outside the Clerk’s office. The leaks got faster and started 
splattering clocks and washing across benefactors’ coats 
of arms. Exhibitors were being splattered too; we worried 

“Virtual get-
togethers became 
the norm: the  
first-ever Wardens’ 
meeting in such 
conditions took 
place on 1 April.”
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about electricity shorts and cut the lights on the stands. 
The beadle’s team were magnificent and plastic buckets 
appeared everywhere.’
 Perhaps the single most fascinating event of the year was 
on 10 December when my wife Ellen and I, together with  
a small delegation from the Company, attended the 
commissioning of h.m.s. Prince of Wales at Portsmouth. 
This was the result of one of our military affiliations. She 
and her sister vessel, h.m.s. Queen Elizabeth, are the 
largest ships ever built for the Royal Navy.
 The first mention of coronavirus in my diary was on 28 
February, the day of the retired staff lunch. I wrote that  

‘the virus is starting to take a grip, though so far more on 
peoples’ anxieties than on their health. The Wardens 
debated whether or not to shake hands during the line up; 
we decided we would [at that stage not shaking hands 
seemed so unwelcoming] but that we would make sure to 
scrub up before sitting down to eat.’
 Ten days later, on 9 March, after returning from a trip,  
I had a meeting with the Clerk and everything was very 
different: ‘the markets dropped massively today and some 
8 per cent has been wiped off the Company’s investments. 
Movements like this will inevitably throw a shroud of 
uncertainty over many of our bigger plans.’ Just two days 
after that, at the Masters and Clerks dinner at Fishmongers’ 
Hall, I noted that, ‘there was no real talk of Corona, either  
in the speeches or in conversation, but I start to wonder 
how long before all this City life is disrupted.’ It did not  
take me long to find out. The next day I wrote: ‘the  

situation is shifting minute by minute and there is much 
nervousness […] I emerge from a meeting to a flurry of 
emails from the masters of the Great Twelve Companies. 
There are rumours that Mercers’ Hall has closed (false, it 
turns out) and everyone is drawing up contingency plans.’  
A week after that, on 18 March: ‘I start to realise that my 
pw year has, to all intents and purposes, ended. There 
should have been a Court meeting today but it has been 
cancelled. Next weeks’ events (committee meetings, 
Livery Concert) have been cancelled too; others – the 
Amity Dinner, the Verdict of the Pyx, Goldsmiths’ Lecture 

– will almost certainly follow.’ And on 23 March I noted that 
‘the big decision of the day is whether to close the Assay 
Office, and it has essentially been made. Not by us but  
by circumstances.’
 But it took very little time for everyone to regroup and 
start afresh. Virtual get-togethers became the norm: the 
first-ever Wardens’ meeting in such conditions took place 
on 1 April and the first Court meeting three weeks later. 
What emerged from these and from the huge amount of 
work done by the staff to launch the Covid–19 Fund – in 
which we can all take enormous pride – is described 
elsewhere in this issue.
 On 20 May, at a virtual Court meeting on the first 
Wednesday after St Dunstan’s Day, my successor, 
Richard Fox, survived the ordeal of reading his Prime 
Warden’s declaration and I handed over the (virtual) 
badge. I wish Richard every good fortune as he takes  
the Company on through these uncharted waters. It is 
sad that so many events at the start of his year – the 
Company’s church service and the Summer Livery 
Dinner, to name but two – cannot take place. But not all  
is gloom. We have learned that there are new ways in 
which to do business and we now have more methods to 
promote our trade, to communicate with our members 
and to reach out to the public. Once we have recovered 
from the crisis, we will emerge stronger and more 
relevant than ever before. ✦ 

DR TIMOTHY SCHRODER

“Once we have 
recovered from  
the crisis, we will 
emerge stronger 
and more relevant 
than ever before. ”
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LOOKING BACK  
AT THE YEAR

Representatives from 
Manchester Grammar School, 
winners of the Community 
Engagement Awards 2019, 
were presented with a medal 
by Tom Fattorini, as well  
as a £3,000 cash prize to 
support the continuation  
and expansion of the project. 
Photographed with 2019-20 
Prime Warden Dr Timothy 
Schroder and 2017-18 Prime 
Warden Judith Cobham-Lowe 
RICHARD LEA-HAIR

Eleanor Whitworth and 
Harriet Jenkins, recipients of 
the Goldsmiths’ Company 
Awards for Jewellery and 
Silver at New Designers 2019 
© THEDPC.COM

New Designers 2019
The Goldsmiths’ Company Award at the New 
Designers graduate design exhibition 2019, was 
presented to Glasgow School of Art graduate 
Eleanor Whitworth, for her intricate jewellery 
inspired by complex natural relationships, and 
fellow Glasgow School of Art graduate silversmith 
Harriet Jenkins, for her work electroforming silver 
onto porcelain.

Community Engagement 
Awards Final
In the summer of 2019, eight schools competed in  
the final of the Goldsmiths’ Award for Community 
Engagement pilot at Goldsmiths’ Hall. First and second 
place were awarded to Manchester Grammar School, 
which used a church as a safe space to work with young 
men trafficked into slavery, and Addy and Stanhope 
School in Lewisham, whose project ensured every local 
young person knew basic life-saving first aid if one of 
their peer group was stabbed.
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Ten makers featured in Shine 
2019 to help celebrate and 
support emerging talent in the 
run-up to Christmas 
JULIA SKUPNY

The panel of the Jewellery 
Materials Congress, the largest 
jewellery-technology conference 
held in the uk and the largest 
specialising in jewellery materials 
in the world 
JULIA SKUPNY

Jewellery Materials 
Congress
July 2019 witnessed the Assay Office’s inaugural 
Goldsmiths’ Company Jewellery Materials Congress. 
The topics presented were diverse and engaging, 
ranging from fundamental research, safety testing of 
materials and ethical sourcing to new alloys and  
novel methods of materials processing. The event 
complements another of the Company’s investments 
in new technology: the funding of PhD Studentships in 
the Department of Materials Science and Metallurgy 
at the University of Cambridge.

Shine
In September 2019, the Goldsmiths’ Centre 
helped specially selected talent to become  
ready to sell through Shine, its annual new  
talent showcase of jewellers and silversmiths.  
Its participants received training, took part in 
selling pop-up events and sold their work online 
through the Goldsmiths’ Shop Talent website.
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Containing Silver
Led by Company Curator Dr Dora Thornton, the 
Curatorial Department had the opportunity to play 
with some of the wonderful boxes in the Company 
Collection for a display in the Front Hall during 
Goldsmiths’ Fair 2019, titled: Containing Silver.  
The exhibition revealed well-known makers at their 
wittiest and most inventive.

Containing Silver featured 
boxes made to contain anything 
from rings or biscuits, to a 
single die for gaming, or face 
powder – things that can be 
held in the hand, carried around, 
played with and treasured 
THE GOLDSMITHS’ COMPANY

Each year, Goldsmiths’ Fair 
offers up to 10 free stands, a 
bullion loan and a £1,500 grant 
to young makers through the 
Graduate Bursary Scheme. 
Pictured here is Edinburgh-
based jeweller and 2019 Fair 
graduate, Ruth Leslie 
PAUL READ

Goldsmiths’ Fair 2019: 
The Art of Collecting
The theme of Goldsmiths’ Fair 2019 was the art of 
collecting and included an exhibition curated by Janice 
Hosegood in the Staircase Hall, featuring silver and 
jewellery from the collections of the Fair’s connected, 
passionate supporters. Awards for best new designs 
went to Lucie Gledhill (week one) and Patrick Davison 
(week two).
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Marking 700 years
The Company’s first-ever strategy was published 
in February 2020. The document sets out our 
vision for the years leading up to 2027 – the 700th 
anniversary of the granting of our first Royal 
Charter. To download a copy, head to:  
bit.ly/GoldsmithsStrategy

The cover of ‘Marking 700 
Years: The Goldsmiths’ 
Company 2027 Strategy’, 
design by Turnbull Grey, 
featuring Marie Walshe

Trial of the Pyx
Since 1248, goldsmiths have been actively 
involved in protecting consumers by ensuring  
the nation’s coinage is of the right quality and 
composition through the Trial. The 2020 Trial took 
place on 28 January, with the Royal Mint bringing 
more than twenty-three thousand coins to  
be assessed, including the largest ever to be 
produced in the uk, the 5kg fine gold, Una and  
the Lion coin.

Prime Warden Dr Timothy 
Schroder and The Queen’s 
Remembrancer, Senior 
Master Barbara Fontaine 
study the 5kg Una and  
the Lion coin 
RICHARD LEA-HAIR

Wayne Meeten receiving  
the Goldsmiths’ Company  
Award from Prime Warden  
Dr Timothy Schroder 
JULIA SKUPNY

Goldsmiths’ Craft &  
Design Council  
Awards 2020
The Goldsmiths Craft & Design Council Awards took 
place in February 2020 and recognised the best 
talent from across the industry. The Lifetime 
Achievement Award was presented to Liveryman 
Charlotte de Syllas for outstanding contribution to 
the jewellery profession. Liveryman Tom Rucker was 
given the honour of The Jacques Cartier Memorial 
Award for outstanding craftsmanship, and Freeman 
Wayne Meeten took home the Goldsmiths’ Company 
Award for his beautifully crafted Dance in the Night 
Sky Vase.
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THE 1327 FUND:  
THANK YOU

The Prime Warden launched the 1327 Fund in June 2019. 
Since then, it has raised more than £310,000 and the 
generosity of Members has made a real difference to its 
recipients. In particular, we are extremely thankful for the 
incredible legacy donation of more than £170,000 given 
by Nigel and Eileen Bumphrey, who both sadly passed 
away in May 2018. Nigel was a proud Freeman of the 
Goldsmiths’ Company and was immensely passionate 
about his trade as a silversmith, goldsmith and 
cabinetmaker, later becoming deeply involved with the 
Company’s church plate restoration scheme. Eileen had 
a distinguished career as Head of Occupational Therapy 
across East Anglia, and prior to that in Oxford and abroad. 
Together they shared their love of creative craftsmanship 
through collaborating on furniture making around their 
home in Norwich.
 The Members’ Industry Scheme has provided 
opportunities for young people and established makers 
alike. The projects that have been funded span across the 
UK and focus on three key themes: schools outreach; 
career development; and skills and training. 
 The Goldsmiths’ Centre has funded four programmes 
to enhance craft education in secondary schools in 
London and Birmingham. It has partnered with the Crafts 
Council on their Make Your Future initiative, as well as 
with the Creative Mentors Foundation, the Ruskin Mill 
Trust (Cornerstone Social Enterprise) and the Creative 
Dimension Trust. These projects have engaged with  
more than 600 young people and 30 teachers so far, 
addressing the decline in arts education and igniting 
interest in the creative industries.
 The Career Catalyst Grants, another exciting initiative 

delivered by the Goldsmiths’ Centre, and supported by 
the Radcliffe Trust, enable those working in the jewellery, 
silversmithing and allied industries to innovate and  
grow their knowledge and skills through ambitious 
learning experiences. Career Catalyst Grants worth up  
to £5,000 have been awarded to silversmith Kyosun  
Jung and jewellers Lucie Gledhill, Jacqueline Cullen and  
Filipa Oliveira. 
 The Members’ Charitable Partnership Scheme has 
contributed towards tackling some of the biggest issues 
faced by communities in the UK today. These include 
problems with youth mental health; homelessness; 
young carers; issues with the criminal justice system; 
and the challenges associated with an ageing population. 
Streets of Growth is a charity supporting disadvantaged 
young people aged 15-25 across Tower Hamlets. Their 
Turning Tables project encourages participants to 
upcycle pieces of discarded furniture, engaging up  
to 50 hard-to-reach young people for weekly one-day 
workshops that combine skills-training sessions  
and one-to-one coaching.
 The Coroners’ Courts Support Service offers emotional 
and practical help to bereaved families, witnesses  
and others attending an inquest at a coroner’s court, 
providing support through trained volunteers.
 Oily Cart is a touring children’s theatre company 
working primarily in special schools, including those for 
children with profound multiple learning disabilities. The 
touring Jamboree programme is a show for teenagers 
with such disabilities. The associated workshops allow 
the children to contribute a musical element of the final 
show, empowering them creatively. 
 We will be providing opportunities to engage with some 
of these charities in due course and we hope you will 
continue to be inspired to contribute to more great 
projects through this fund. Even giving as little as £10 
regularly through a standing order would be hugely 
beneficial to the charitable work of the 1327 Fund. If you 
require further information or donation forms, please 
email 1327fund@thegoldsmiths.co.uk ✦ 

KUNTAL PATEL

Open Orchestras (Open Up Music) session 
at Greenvale School, Lewisham 
OPEN UP MUSIC
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The Goldsmiths’ year covered in  
this Review inevitably splits into two 
parts: pre-coronavirus, and then the 
continuing period of crisis and change - 
including  an added urgency in our focus  
on diversity and inclusion following  
the death of George Floyd in the  
United States. 
 I suspect that, for most of us, the 
pre-crisis period is a distant memory. 

T H E  C L E R K ’S  R E P O R T

The wedding of David and 
Gabrielle at St Vedast’s Church 
JULIA SKUPNY

The Company was as busy as ever under 
Tim Schroder’s energetic leadership, 
with a new Company Strategy looking 
ahead to our 700th anniversary in 2027; 
several major projects under way; our 
committees busy; the Assay Office at full 
stretch; a very successful Goldsmiths’ 
Fair; some marvellous exhibitions; the 
Hall in constant use; and the Goldsmiths’ 
Centre buzzing.  

Then the virus  struck. We had to close 
the Hall, and shut down the Assay Office 
operation and the Centre. We furloughed 
more than half our staff, with the rest 
working from home. The projected  
effect of the crisis on the income of the 
Company and the Charity meant 
freezing work on major projects such  
as the Charter Hall and Goldsmiths’  
Digital, and stopping any non-essential 
spending. It was a challenging and 
exhausting period, and I was hugely 
proud of the way in which all elements of 
the Company and Centre responded. 
 It is also heartening  that, while we 
have missed the gatherings at the Hall 
that are such an important part of our 
engagement in the Company, we have 
adjusted quickly  and have continued to 
contribute to national life. We have leapt 
forward in our use of technology – 
seeing Tim Schroder and Richard Fox 
transfer the badge as well as the office  
of Prime Warden from Somerset to 
Croydon during a virtual Court meeting 
in May was unforgettable – and our  
staff and committees have operated 
effectively. Despite the hit to our income, 
we have not only honoured all our 
existing charitable commitments but 
dug into our Charity’s endowment to 
launch the £1m Goldsmiths’ Covid-19 
Fund, which quickly made grants to 
people in the trade facing greatest 
hardship. We also responded rapidly to 
the death of George Floyd and to the 
Black Lives Matter movement, with a 
strong condemnation of racism and a 
commitment to make the Company and 
trade more diverse and inclusive.
There will be plenty of challenges ahead. 
We are busy re-shaping for the future. 
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The Assay Office and the Centre have now 
partially reopened. We will continue to 
invest in it, which has kept us in business 
through the crisis, and the Blueprint 
Group Richard Fox has launched will 
produce proposals  across our agenda to  
help us transform the way we do things in 
the new environment we face, preserving 
the best and building on it. 

 For me personally, the crisis was not 
the only major event this year. More 
happily, Gabrielle and I were married in 
St Vedast’s on 21 March. Just. The virus 
meant we were allowed five people in  
the church. So no guests; no music; no 
flowers; no wedding dinner in the Livery 
Hall. Even the best man was stood down, 
and I only just made the final cut. But we 

It was another highly challenging year 
for hallmarking. The total number of 
articles hallmarked by all uk offices  
fell in 2020 by 3.9% to 8,800,246, a 
generational low. All metals were lower 
than the previous year except platinum, 
which was 8% higher. Gold and silver 
were lower by 1.9% and 5% respectively 
while palladium was 3.5% lower. London 
was not immune to the general downturn 
and hallmarked 2,290,994 articles, a 
5.9% drop. London market share was a 
robust 26%. Despite the challenging 
trading conditions, the Assay Office’s 

AS SAY O F F I C E

Alex Palmer and Primula Thomas 
pictured at their 20-year  
Service Award ceremony at  
Goldsmiths’ Hall 
CHARLOTTE TURNER

financial performance was healthy and 
stable. This will not be the case next year 
due to the Covid-19 crisis.
 High quality and good service lie at the 
heart of what the Assay Office strives to 
achieve and this year saw a drive to 
encourage more online submissions of 
hallmarks. A reduction in complaints was 
observed, illustrating the benefits of the 
approach. This, and the greater use of it 
as a vehicle for improvement, will be a 
continued focus next year. A full year of 
work since the move of laboratory 
services to the Sheffield Assay Office 

has been completed, including all  
the testing for the Trial of the Pyx, the 
Antique Plate Committee, smelting and 
assaying. All were completed seamlessly 
and of the highest quality. The Assay 
Office retained its accreditation to 
international standards iso 17025 and 
iso 9001. 
 The Assay Office has been playing  
a key role in shaping the future of 
hallmarking, particularly how to deal with 
the challenge of Brexit and enforcement 
of internet retailing – after all the 
Hallmarking Act predates this. It funded 
reports on these areas for the British 
Hallmarking Council. A key finding was 
that nearly 40% of gold sold online was 
problematical in one way or another. 
Good publicity followed the findings, 
including a slot on 5 News.
 A highlight of the year was the 
inaugural Goldsmiths’ Company 
Jewellery Materials Congress, in July. 
The topics presented were deliberately 
diverse, ranging from fundamental 
research, safety testing of materials, 
ethical sourcing, new alloys and novel 
methods of materials processing. 
 The Antique Plate Committee examined 
a total of 130 pieces, of which 35 
conformed to the Hallmarking Act. The 

got there, and the photograph above this 
report rather sums up the year for the 
Goldsmiths’ Company as well as for us:  
a clear commitment to a vision of the 
future; determination to keep going 
forward together; and flexibility to find  
a way through. 
DAVID REDDAWAY
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remainder comprised 66 with alterations 
and additions, seven with transposed 
marks, 19 with counterfeit marks and one 
outside the Committee’s jurisdiction. 
 A total of two suspected offences 
against the Hallmarking Act were reported 
to the Office by Local Authority Trading 
Standards Officers. The Touchstone 
Award was won this year by Shared 
Regulatory Services (Wales) through work 
initiated by the Assay Office.

C H A R I T Y 

In addition to the Covid-19 fund 
mentioned elsewhere in the Review, the 
Charity Committee has been busy this 
year. It has continued to make grants in 
the three priority focus areas of Prisoner 
Resettlement; Young People (focusing 
on mental health and looked-after 
children); and Ageing Population. It 
maintained a balance between pledging 
multi-year support to ensure stability for 
hard-working charities, and leaving 
some of the budget free to support new 
partners and projects. More than 100 

large, small and multi-year grant 
payments were made during the year, 
representing in excess of £1m in awards.
 The Charity Committee reviewed some 
excellent appeals from organisations 
working to support young people’s 
mental health and those transitioning 
from the care system to independent 
living. One such charity being supported 
with a grant over three years is MyBnk.  
It received its second tranche of funding 
for two projects – Money Works and 
Money House. The aim of these projects 

 iso/tc 174, which looks at assaying 
methodologies, continues to be very 
active with improvements to existing 
chemical methodologies and a  
potential one for assaying using x-ray 
fluorescence technology.  
 The International Association of Assay 
Offices merged into the International 
Convention on Hallmarks. The 
Convention now has three levels of 
membership: Full Member States, 

Observer States and Technical 
Participants akin to the old iaao 
membership, i.e. assay office members.
 Finally, Kevin Bowles and Terry Dack 
celebrated 40 years with the Company; 
Alex Palmer and Primula Thomas 
received 20-year Service Awards; and 
Alfie Cook took his freedom.
ROBERT ORGAN

is to support young people who have 
been in care with the transition to 
independent living by providing them 
with critical money-management skills. 
This has proven effective in helping to 
reduce their debt, increase the number 
of participants saving regularly and 
decrease their reliance on specialist 
advice services such as StepChange or 
Citizens Advice. 
 In the Ageing Population category, the 
Committee continued its support for 
charities working regionally as well as 
nationally, allowing smaller voluntary 
organisations targeting the issues of 
isolation and loneliness to apply for 
funding. The majority of grants awarded 
in this category have been modest,  
with some exceptions. Time & Talents  
is a charity, founded in 1887, that  
supports the people of Rotherhithe and 
Bermondsey, and runs social, art and 
learning-based activities for all ages.  
The Charity Committee supported its 
targeted and longstanding work with 
older, isolated people through its 
befriending scheme, and was pleased to 
hear about the effort and thought that 
had gone into matching people who had 

Switchback trainee Raf carrying 
out his real-work training in an 
east London café, on his way 
towards long-term employment 
© SWITCHBACK.ORG.UK
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The priority of the Education Committee 
is to support primary and secondary 
school pupils in the uk focusing on 
steam (Science, Technology, Engineering, 
Arts and Mathematics) subjects. It  
aims to enrich the curriculum and 
stimulate creativity, as well as improve 
the wellbeing and mental health of all 
those involved in education. 
 The Committee supported two new 
projects in East Yorkshire: seed Eating 
Disorders Support Service and First 
Story. seed is a small charity that 
provides sufferers and carers with 
confidential, non-judgemental advice;  
the Goldsmiths’ grant supports 50 
Educational Toolkit licences for 
secondary schools in Hull and East Riding. 
First Story helps under-achieving young 
people from disadvantaged backgrounds 
to develop the knowledge, skills and 
cultural capital needed to succeed; the 
Goldsmiths’ grant supports their work 
across Humberside and Grimsby.
 Following the success of the National 

E D U CAT I O N 

The Museum of London’s Special 
Educational Needs and 
Disabilities outreach programme 
© THE MUSEUM OF LONDON

common interests. 
 The Charity Committee increased  
and strengthened its support of 
organisations working in Prisoner 
Resettlement and continues to fund 
several dedicated and specialist 
charities working in a very tumultuous 
prison environment. During the year,  
it continued its grants to Clinks, the 
umbrella body for all charities working  
in the criminal-justice system in  
the uk and the Prison Reform Trust.  
New funding relationships were 
developed with the Clink, the Prison 
Radio Association, the Hardman Trust, 

Switchback and more. The Charity 
Committee continues to learn a  
huge amount from these important 
relationships, increasing members’ 
understanding of the many and varied 
difficulties present in the prison system. 
Under its broader category of General 
Welfare, the Charity Committee  
reignited support for the national food 
poverty initiative, Feeding Britain, and 
maintained its longstanding support for 
the Refugee Council through its Age 
Disputes project.
 The whole application process has 
moved online, with a successful 

transition to the Salesforce crm system. 
This welcome change means it is easier 
for organisations to apply and this, 
alongside other factors, has resulted  
in a marked increase in applications  
for small grants. 
 In the new financial year, the 
Committee will be working on drawing 
together all areas of giving and aligning 
the small-grants programme with the 
Charity Committee’s main priority areas. 
The new guidelines will be published on 
the website in due course.
CIORSDAN BROWN

Theatre’s On Demand service (now 
known as National Theatre Collection 
and self-funding), the Charity now 
supports Let’s Play, a creative-learning 
programme for primary schools across 
the uk. It also gave a grant to the  
Royal Shakespeare Company’s Next 

Generation act programme, enabling 
young people from bame and low-
income backgrounds to pursue their 
creative passions in acting.
 The British Library launched 
Discovering Children’s Books, a flagship 
learning website for teachers and 
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C O M M U N I CAT I O N S  &  M A R K E T I N G

For a company that is nearly 700 years 
old, it would be tempting to think that 
we’re past achieving any firsts. On the 
contrary, being a modern, adaptable and 
resilient organisation is about embracing 
new ideas and new approaches to help 
better prepare us for the years ahead. It 
comes as no surprise, then, that it was a 
year of firsts for the Communications 
and Marketing team.
 We are happy to report that we were 
able to finish some landmark pieces of 
work that will help guide the Company’s 
ambitions and plans for the future to 
2027 (our 700th anniversary) and 
beyond. The first of these is the 
completion and publication of the 
Goldsmiths’ Company’s first company 
strategy – ‘Marking 700 years: The 
Goldsmiths’ Company 2027 Strategy’. 

 This document sets out our vision for 
the coming years and our commitments 
to our trade, wider society and our 
organisation. In addition, it articulates, 
for the first time, a new way to describe 
the Company – who we are and what we 
do – featuring our values of excellence, 
integrity, creativity, community  
and inclusion. 
 Indeed, the importance of definition 
and the language we use has also been 
an area of intense focus over the last 
year as we started and completed work 
on the first communications strategy. 
Representatives from across the 
Goldsmiths’ group (Company, Charity, 
Assay Office and Goldsmiths’ Centre) 
were involved in defining a new brand 
narrative, and agreed that storytelling 
was a key priority for the way we 

communicate our core activities of 
supporting craftspeople, protecting 
consumers and improving lives. We have 
started increasing and investing in our 
capacity to tell these stories and will 
continue to do so in the following year, 
and beyond.
 For the first time, the build of 
Goldsmiths’ Fair was carried out 
in-house; new security measures were 
introduced, along with new gallery 
stands that helped buyers interact better 
with pieces, contributing to increased 
sales for makers in 2019. The pilot for 
the first-ever wholesale jewellery-selling 
event, Elevate, was also launched  
with positive feedback from makers  
and buyers. 
 Goldsmiths’ Fair continues to progress 
as the country’s premier event for 

children across the uk. The Goldsmiths’ 
grant supports a National Outreach 
Manager, who aims to inspire fresh  
ways to enrich the English curriculum.
 The Goldsmiths’ Specialist 
Mathematics project, which supports 
three primary schools in Gravesham 
(King’s Farm, Lawn and Whitehill), 
continued to thrive and over three years 
has had a wide-reaching impact on 
many children. In January 2020, the 
Headteacher of King’s Farm received  
a letter from the Minister of State for 
School Standards, congratulating  
the school on its 2019 Key Stage 2 
assessments. The school is in the top 
3% of primary schools in terms of the 
progress the pupils made between Key 
Stage 1 and the end of Key Stage 2.
 The Committee continued to support 

the Museum of London’s Special 
Educational Needs and Disabilities 
programme, the Duke of Edinburgh’s 
Award Scheme, Livery Schools Link,  
the annual Royal Society’s Student 
Conference and Winchester Science 
Centre’s outreach programme. It gave 
bursaries to the Guildhall School of 
Music and Drama, the Royal National 
Children’s SpringBoard Foundation, a 
chorister at St Paul’s Cathedral School 
and to students studying medicine as a 
second degree through bma Charities.
 The final for the pilot Goldsmiths’ 
Award for Community Engagement  
took place in the summer of 2019. The 
winners were Manchester Grammar 
School, who took gold, and Addy and 
Stanhope School from Lewisham, who 
were awarded silver. 

 The end of 2019 saw the completion  
of the Goldsmiths’ Grants for Teachers 
programme that was introduced in 2008. 
Eighty-five teachers each received a 
grant of up to £5,000, which included 
supply cover when needed. 
 Finally, November 2019 saw the 
opening of the Goldsmiths’ Sutherland 
Centre for Philosophy and World 
Religions at Ashton Sixth Form College 
in the North West, part of Pembroke 
College Oxford’s Access and Outreach 
initiative. Ten Goldsmiths’ Sutherland 
scholars were also announced in 
memory of the late Lord Sutherland of 
Houndwood, Chairman of the Education 
Committee from 2004-2018.
HEIDI ROWE
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Goldsmiths’ Fair at Collect 2020, 
Somerset House, for which 15 
jewellers and silversmiths from 
Goldsmiths’ Fair were selected  
to participate 
JAMES HUERTAS

jewellery and contemporary silver, but 
with a renewed focus on creating a 
digital Fair platform in recognition of a 
new world of fewer physical events and 
social distancing. In this challenging 
environment, we will continue to  

do all we can to support the makers  
we represent.
 More generally, we have increased our 
following on social media and achieved 
excellent media and social media 
coverage, from publicising the Trial of the 

Pyx to new research funded by the  
Assay Office in partnership with the 
British Hallmarking Council shining a 
light on fake gold being sold online.  
We successfully helped the Company 
navigate the launch of the £1m Covid-19 
Fund and have further assisted our 
community of craftspeople through 
storytelling and digital initiatives to help 
keep them connected during a difficult 
period of isolation. 
 Also in the spirit of change and new 
beginnings, Harriet Scott was promoted 
to a new role – Head of Events – with the 
primary responsibility of leading the 
strategy and delivery of our Fair and 
events programme to support makers.  
Hugh Curthoys was also promoted to 
Events and Marketing Executive and we 
welcomed Curtis McGlinchey as 
Communications Manager into our team 
of four. 
 A year of firsts perhaps, but also the 
first of many to come.
SARAH JURADO

G O L D S M I T H S ’ C E N T R E

How strange it is to be sitting down  
to write a report on the work of the 
Goldsmiths’ Centre as I reflect upon a 
successful 2019 and a somewhat more 
eventful start to 2020. 
 Last year was a busy one for the 
Goldsmiths’ Centre and our team, which 
has continued to deliver a wide range  
of impactful training courses, grant-
making programmes, events and 
exhibitions for our creative community. 
Our Trustees agreed a challenging 
strategic plan for the Charity that has 
seen us significantly increase our reach 
and impact across the uk and beyond 

the physical constraints of our  
building. In the report year, a number  
of academic-hub projects took place 
across the country’s regions, providing 
lecturers and technicians with the 
opportunity to work with new techniques 
and processes in workshops led by 
experts in their respective fields. 
 Our collaborations with partner 
organisations led to development 
opportunities for mid-career 
silversmiths, hand engravers and 
members of the general public. While  
our short-course programme grew in 
London, we also supported training 

activity elsewhere in the uk, reinforcing 
the Goldsmiths’ Centre’s role as the 
nation’s leading provider and supporter 
of technical training. Our outreach work 
with school-age children continued 
through our partnerships with the 
Creative Dimension Trust and the Crafts 
Council; and our new series of Creative 
Inspiration workshops saw members  
of the trade getting inspired by the 
collections of some of the uk’s biggest 
cultural organisations. 
 Our apprentices took part in the 
WorldSkills uk competition at the nec in 
Birmingham and swept the board to take 
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M E M B E R S H I P

planned for a full programme of activity 
in 2020, that we would be facing the 
crisis that played out in the following 
months, first forcing the cancellation of 
events and short courses, and ultimately 
leading to the closure of the Goldsmiths’ 
Centre at the end of March. As I draw 
this year’s report to a close, it is hard to 
imagine what my report for 2020/21 will 

contain. However, I am happy to share 
that by the end of May the workshops 
and studios at the Goldsmiths’ Centre 
had reopened. Our team is now seeking 
to plan for the “new normal” and I look 
forward to reporting on this to you  
in 2021.  
PETER TAYLOR

Last year the Membership Events and 
Engagement Team, known as meet, 
threw itself into its remit to deliver a 
range of activities designed to enable 
members to become more involved with 
the Company. The Covid-19 crisis led to 
the cancellation or postponement of 
some of the most popular of these, such 
as the United Guilds Service, in 2020, 
however it focused our minds on our 
interaction with members and led to new 
avenues of communication. Some of 

Sophie Chapman, an alumna  
of the Goldsmiths’ Centre’s 
Foundation programme, made 
history at luxury London brand 
Asprey as their first female 
Goldsmiths’ Company apprentice 
JULIA SKUPNY

all the medals on offer. We are hugely 
proud of these young craftspeople,  
who are fantastic ambassadors for our 
craft and the work of the Goldsmiths’ 
Centre. Mindful of the needs of our 
members, the Court of Assistants made 
the momentous decision to explore 
expanding the Apprenticeship scheme 
to our participants outside London and 
the south-east through a pilot project in 
the Midlands. While it is on hold for now 
as a result of the current crisis, we are 
very much looking forward to a time 
when we can re-engage the members  
in this important initiative.
 Our collaboration with the Goldsmiths’ 
Company further deepened over the 
reporting period. We provided training 
for graduate recipients of stands  
at Goldsmiths’ Fair and ran a highly 
successful shadow selling showcase, 
Shine, for emerging talent here at the 
Centre simultaneously.
 We began 2020 with our annual 
graduate-training programme Getting 
Started, along with its industry event 
that attracts professionals from across 
the trade. We could not know, as we 

these may enable those who find it 
difficult to come to the Hall or live farther 
afield to participate more fully. 
 The Goldsmiths’ Company Barge was 
out in force last year, with members 
rowing four events on the Thames. Each 
of these had its own flavour, including St 
Dunstan supporting the Oxbridge Boat 
Race and our rowers dressing in Tudor 
garb for the Tudor Pull. The crew now 
have great respect for their forefathers 
who didn’t have modern, high-tech gear!

 Every year there is great support for 
inter-livery events and this year the 
Company fielded its largest-ever groups 
at the skiing in Morzine and sailing in  
the Isle of Wight. It was great to meet 
new members and welcome back the 
seasoned. We weren’t as successful as  
in past years, but great fun was had by 
everyone. Members triumphed in the 
Great Twelve quiz, hosted by the 
Ironmongers, narrowly beating the 
Vintners to second place. Sadly Richard 
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hosted one course and guests moved 
places at each venue to allow greater 
intermingling. In October 2019, One 
Young World, an international summit, 
organised a dinner in collaboration with 
the Great Twelve companies and the 
Lord Mayor. Three young goldsmiths 
attended as hosts to promote the  
livery companies of the Square Mile to  
a younger international generation. 
Afsheen Nawaz commented that  
it was “inspiring and exciting to  
celebrate today’s young leaders  
and […] the relevance and importance  
of livery companies”.
 Other activities organised for members 
included: a fascinating tour of the 

Wartski exhibition, Multum in Parvo, led 
by its curator, Thomas Holman; a dinner 
at the Tower of London, in the Fusiliers’ 
Regimental Headquarters,  with General 
The Lord Houghton of Richmond gcb 
cbe dl, Constable of the Tower of 
London, and Colonel James Denny mbe, 
followed by a viewing of the Ceremony  
of the Keys; a tour of the Honourable 
Artillery Company led by Alan Willis, 
Officer Commanding of the Light 
Cavalry, with talks by light cavalrymen, 
and pikemen and musketeers; and the 
annual members’ quiz, set by Tim Harris. 
JAKE EMMETT

M I L I TA RY A F F I L I AT I O N S

The Goldsmiths’ Company continues  
to enjoy very close military affiliations. 
Many ask, “why do livery companies 
have military affiliations?” There is no 
immediate explanation. I think the best 
summary is that livery companies 
represent the United Kingdom’s 
industries and, as a trading nation, the 
UK needs to defend its trade routes. It is 
important that we recognise that link. 
The military enjoy meeting our members 
and we gain a valuable insight into their 
operations together with what they do 
for our wider community.
 A highlight of the year was being able 
to attend the commissioning ceremony 
for h.m.s. Prince of Wales. Taking place  
in the ship’s enormous hangers, the 
commissioning ceremony combined  
all the pomp and grandeur of the  
Royal Marines Band Service with the 
opportunity to mingle with the ship’s 
crew. However, it was the presentation  

of a commissioning gift, designed and 
made by Rauni Higson, that will stay in 
our memory; a striking goblet that will 
have a proud place in the Captain’s 
Conference Room. The hoisting of  
the white ensign officially designated  
the ship part of the Royal Navy’s 
operational fleet.
 The carrier, which is taller than 
Nelson’s Column and has a flight deck 
the size of three football pitches, will 
have at least 700 people serving on 
board and the capacity to hold around 
1,600 personnel.
 Elsewhere, Company members were 
also very privileged to observe some of 
the excellent skills displayed by Finchley 
Sea Cadets. The determination and 
commitment shown by the cadets was 
quite extraordinary and it was a pleasure 
for the Prime Warden to be able to 
present them with their new minibus. 
Funded by the Goldsmiths’ Company 

Charity, the minibus will directly  
support the cadet detachment’s ability 
to attend Reserve Forces’ and Cadets’ 
Associations events and participate in 
sailing regattas across the uk.
 Deploying on Operation tosca 
(supporting the un in Cyprus), 7th 
Battalion The Rifles has had a busy year. 
However, our relationship with its A 
company continues to go from strength 
to strength and we have thoroughly 
enjoyed the plethora of social events that 
have occurred over the past 12 months. 
One of the highlights was the stirring 
performance of the Waterloo Pipes and 
Drums at the November Livery Dinner; 
their rendition of ‘High on a Hill’ will last 
long in our memories.
 No. 30 Squadron raf is still waiting for 
its new aircraft and therefore remains 
largely in ‘light preservation’. The 
Company has given substantial help in 
the past and we have enjoyed our 

Hopkinson-Woolley and Michael Magnay 
didn’t retain their title in the Inter-Livery 
Real Tennis competition, but had an 
energetic time trying. Tom Nalder led a 
team to a respectable finish at the Lord 
Mayor’s Golf Day.
 meet is particularly keen to get our 
younger members involved. In May last 
year, 10 young goldsmiths attended the 
annual Great Twelve Young Members’ 
Reception held at Skinners’ Hall, which 
allowed them to meet some of their 
contemporaries. And in January this 
year, 15 young goldsmiths joined the 
Prime Warden and Clerk at the Drapers’, 
Grocers’ and Goldsmiths’ halls for a 
Safari Supper, for which each Company 
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C U R ATO R I A L D E PA R T M E N T

The Goldsmiths’ Company has one of 
the finest collections of silver, jewellery 
and art medals made in Britain. The 
Collection lies at the heart of who we are 
and what we do. We use it to advertise 
excellence and innovation within  
the extraordinary living tradition of 
silversmithing, which the Company 
continues to regulate, stimulate and 
support in the 21st Century. 
 As part of the Company Strategy in  
the run-up to 2027, our priority this year  
has been Goldsmiths’ Digital, which  
will eventually enable us to share this 
incredible resource online. The Covid-19 
pandemic led to a delay in procurement 
but offered the opportunity for a greater 
focus on preparation with a smaller team. 
Working with the Library, Archives and  
IT, we will, for the first time, document  
our objects with images to the highest 
recognised standards to create an 
integrated collections-management 
database and digital-assets-
management system. These records  
will be published online, making  
our treasures discoverable to a  
global audience. We have taken on  
Tanya Szrajber, formerly Head of 
Documentation at the British Museum,  
to work with us. Goldsmiths’ Digital 
underpins the Company Strategy in 
illuminating our role in national and 
international life, advertising the  
work of our makers and inspiring  
new generations.

 Our partnership with the Museum of 
London on its new Smithfield site will 
integrate historic and contemporary 
pieces from our Collection into  
the vibrant story of London as an 
international centre, making them freely 
available to the public. We worked closely 
this year with the Project Team at the 
Museum in developing the narrative  
for the future Goldsmiths’ Gallery. The  
next stage in the partnership, later in  
2020, will focus on living skills and 
contemporary displays. 
 The Collection continues to develop in 
exciting directions. Our acquisitions 

– gifts, purchases and commissions – are 
described in the booklet ‘Acquisitions: 
Supporting Contemporary Makers’, 
which is available for download as a  
pdf on the Company website. Many of 
the makers it features are new to the 
Collection and we have this year acquired 
our first piece in Fairtrade gold.  
 Displays at the Hall included an 
experimental buffet mixing old and new 
silver for Goldsmiths’ Fair and Containing 
Silver, an exhibition highlighting boxes 
from the Collection. Three displays  
were taken down during lockdown: a 
commemorative presentation of Wendy 
Ramshaw’s work; silver with royal 
associations from 1647 to the present; 
and an exploration of design drawings 
and the pieces made from them in  
the Collection.  
 The Royal Tudor Clock Salt returned 

relationship with squadron members. 
We are looking forward to renewing and 
developing our affiliation once the new 
aircraft have arrived.

 The Goldsmiths’ Company wishes all 
those who are deploying on operations 
a safe and speedy return.
SIMON HUTCHINSON

from a two-year loan to the British 
Museum, where it was seen by millions of 
visitors. We are now collaborating with 
the Museum, the Rothschild Foundation 
and Waddesdon Manor in publishing the 
edited papers of our 2018 conference on 
this splendid object, to be released in 
2020-21 and then made available online.
 We have welcomed back Dr Frances 
Parton from maternity leave but will miss 
Dr Irene Galandra Cooper and Gregory 
Parsons, who job-shared in her absence. 
Their contribution to the team has  
been invaluable and has been widely 
appreciated throughout and beyond  
the Company. 
DORA THORNTON

Three Cone Necklace, by Wendy 
Ramshaw, 1982, 18ct gold and 
white Wedgwood Jasperware. 
Collection: The Worshipful 
Company of Goldsmiths 
RICHARD VALENCIA
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L I B R A RY &  A R C H I V E

One of the great joys of working in a 
library and archive is being able to meet 
so many different people and talk about 
their research, so the silence in our 
reading room since late March is not  
the type that a librarian would usually 
welcome. At the same time, the wider 
knowledge community has risen to the 
challenge of supporting learning and 
reducing isolation through online 
resources, and we are proud that our 
work is assisting the Goldsmiths’ 
Company to play its part in this. 
 Our outreach programme continued  
to bring a wide range of users from 
different institutions to the library  
for much of the year, and the History 
Group had a full programme of events, 
including talks on the story of Smithfield 
market and how Philip Hardwick 
furnished Goldsmiths’ Hall. February saw 
a behind-the-scenes visit to the College 
of Arms. In place of the May lecture, we 

focused on creating podcast versions  
of some of our previous talks to keep 
members entertained and informed. 
From March, our wider outreach has 
concentrated on producing inspiring  
and educational content with the 
Communications team, including  
virtual lectures. 
 The most significant project over  
the course of 2019-20 was Goldsmiths’ 
Digital, a key part of the Company’s 
strategy that aims to transform  
our stewardship of the Company’s 
collections and enable us to share them 
digitally with a worldwide audience.  
The Library and Archive team made 
good progress with the conservation, 
cataloguing and technical infrastructure 
that will enable this, collaborating with 
colleagues in the Curatorial and it 
teams. A transcription of one our most 
significant treasures – The Second Book 
of Ordinances – is now complete. While 

physical access to Goldsmiths’ Hall is 
limited, essential work to underpin future 
digital resources continues from home.
 Last year also saw the beginning of 
another exciting initiative to research 
and share the Company’s history. In 
October, Dr Helen Clifford began work  
on the first-ever complete history of  
the Company. This account will tell  
the Company’s remarkable 700-year  
story in an approachable format,  
and should be ready in time for the  
2027 anniversary. 
 All this activity took place against a 
changing backdrop of scaffolding, floods 
and remote working, and library and 
archive staff have been brilliantly 
adaptable throughout these challenges. 
We said au revoir (but not farewell) to 
Natalie Walters, Charlotte Berry and 
Emily Kidson as they continue their 
careers elsewhere, and have welcomed 
new colleagues who hit the ground 
running: Archivist Nicola Kiddle, Library 
Assistant Sarah Pritchard and interim 
Library Administrator Katy Maydon. 
 The support shown by the wider 
Goldsmiths’ family in the form of 
donations to the archive has also been 
inspiring. These included design 
drawings by R.H. Hill, Louis Osman,  
and Rod Kelly, as well as two albums 
relating to the work of Ernest Skilton. 
The commitment made by these  
donors to sharing knowledge with the 
goldsmithing community is one we make 
too and we look forward to bringing that 
knowledge to the widest possible 
audience, whatever the future brings.  
ELENI BIDE

Design for three cups for  
the Goldsmiths’ Company  
by Eric Clements, circa 1957,  
pencil and watercolour.  
Archive: The Worshipful Company 
of Goldsmiths
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Silver Butterfly Ring by Alexander 
Wood for Nathanial Groves Ltd, 
2020, sterling silver 
RICHARD VALENCIA

Interchangeable Cocktail Ring by 
Matthew Gough for Graff 
Diamonds Ltd, 2020, platinum 
RICHARD VALENCIA

M AST E R P I EC E S

The following pieces were submitted by apprentices made free in 
the year 2019-2020.

Papillon Necklace Design (from: 
Silver box and six paintings) by 
Gabriela Kucharska for Cleave & 
Company, 2019, mounting board, 
watercolour paint, gouache paint 
JULIA SKUPNY
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Octagonal Pocket Watch by  
Helen Stride for Justin 
Richardson, 2020, sterling  
silver and blue rhodium 
RICHARD VALENCIA

Frog Set with Gem Stones by 
George Klarmann for Mark 
Christmas Diamond Setters, 
2020, white metal, black 
diamonds, coloured cubic 
zirconia, white granite (base), 
agate (base) 
RICHARD VALENCIA

The Tzarina Necklace by Samuel 
McMahon for Mappin & Webb, 
2020, 18ct white gold 
RICHARD VALENCIA

Sterling Silver Clock by James 
Aveling for Grant Macdonald 
(Silversmiths) Ltd, 2020, sterling 
silver, gold-plate, mother of  
pearl, malachite 
RICHARD VALENCIA
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OBITUARIES

Studentship. The work he did during this 
led to his award-winning Cambridge md 
thesis. His further research at Columbia 
University, New York, allowed him to 
reconnect with the land of  his childhood 
before he returned to the uk to take up a 
post at the Clinical Research Centre, 
Northwick Park Hospital. 

Specialising in endocrinology, Richard 
placed high value on his clinical work, even 
as he moved into managerial roles. In 1985, 
he was appointed the Regius Chair of  
Medicine at the University of  Aberdeen – 
the first Englishman to hold the post for 
500 years – and his move north was 
reflected in his focused commitment  
to Scottish medicine. He transformed  
the Medical  School of  Aberdeen, 
amalgamating two departments and 
making many efficiencies and changes. His 
achievements included leading a successful 
bid for Aberdeen to become the third 
cardiac centre in Scotland. During this 
period, he maintained his clinical 
commitments, even at the expense of   
his research.

Richard’s distinguished career saw him 
appointed to the King’s Fund in 1991, re-
organising the provision of  health services 
in London. The following year, he took up 
a mosaic post in Cambridge, where he was 
appointed Professor of  Health Research 
and Development at a time of  great change. 
By 1995, his responsibility was extended to 
the Medical School in Oxford and its 
associated hospitals; only now did he give 
up his clinical work. Appointed Director of  
the Institute of  Public Health in Cambridge 
in 1999, in 2001 he undertook a review of  
diabetes care and, even after retirement, 
acted as a consultant for the Department 

J U S T  A S  P R O F E S S O R  R I C H A R D

Himsworth was born into the world of  
medicine, so he also had a lifelong 
connection with the Goldsmiths’ Company. 
The son of  former Prime Warden, Sir 
Harold Himsworth, Professor of  Medicine 
at uch Medical School, Richard was born 
in London. At the age of  three, he travelled 
with his brother to live in Massachusetts 
with the Cope family, where he spent the 
next four years. His mother and father 
continued their work as doctors in England 
during the war and their correspondence 
from that time is held in the Imperial  
War Museum.

Educated at Westminster School, 
Richard followed his parents into medicine, 
reading Natural Sciences at Trinity College, 
Cambridge, followed by medical training 
at uch, qualifying in 1961. After a post at 
the North Middlesex Hospital he returned 
to uch, where he passed his mrcp and was 
awarded a Wellcome Clinical Research 

of  Health in 2002-04. Upon his final 
retirement in 2004, he studied for an ma 
in the History of  Medicine. 

Having been appointed a Liveryman of  
the Goldsmiths’ Company in 1976, Richard 
had been made a member of  the Court in 
1995 and served as Prime Warden in 2007-
08, just over 30 years after his father had 
held the position. He was an excellent 
ambassador for the Company, approaching 
the role, alongside his wife Sara, with 
enthusiasm and the same high standards 
he had shown in his professional life. He 
served on the Education Committee, where 
the provision of  science education was of  
great interest to him; on the Collections 
and Library Committee; and on the 
Modern Collection Committee. He was 
inspired by the makers he met and learnt 
the rudiments of  silversmithing under the 
tutelage of  Adrian Hope. An enthusiastic 
supporter of  the initiative to build the 
Goldsmiths’ Centre, he was profoundly 
compassionate towards craftsmanship. 
Court members remember him for his 
concise and measured judgement on all 
matters Goldsmiths’. He always drilled 
down into the details and did not suffer 
fools gladly: if  he said it, he meant it.

Professor Richard Himsworth married 
Sara Tattersall, the daughter of  doctors, in 
1966. He is survived by her, and by their 
children Emma, Guy and Hal. Direct, 
good-humoured and fiercely intelligent, he 
took his duty seriously and the Company 
is grateful that he gave his roles here the 
focused commitment so notable in the other 
areas of  his life. ✦
GRANT MACDONALD AND SOPHIA TOBIN

RICHARD HIMSWORTH 
1937-2020
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At Rolls-Royce, Tombs set about a 
turnaround, such that when the Chairman 
died unexpectedly, he was the natural 
successor. He led the company through a 
£1.36bn privatisation and increased its 
share of  the civil-engine market from 6% 
to 40%. But even at these Olympian 
heights, he retained his natural touch. In 
one meeting, they were reviewing the 
development of  a new engine. The 
attendant expert explained that all was 
going well, apart from a problem with an 
fsn. Heads round the table nodded sagely 
and the expert left. “What’s an fsn?” asked 
Francis. No-one spoke. The expert was 
recalled. “Oh that,” said the expert. “It’s a 
Funny Sounding Noise.”

With such parallel careers, it is perhaps 
surprising that he was attracted to 
Goldsmiths’. But Francis always said that 
the apprentices’ fine craft skills appealed to 
him as a precision engineer. Here too his 
rise was meteoric – Freeman 1981, 
Liveryman 1982, Court Assistant 1984 and 
Prime Warden by 1994, having already 
made his mark on the Company, serving 
on the Assay Office Management 
Committee and later chairing the 
Education Committee. And as an influential 
member of  the House of  Lords, he was 
able to insist that the Deputy Warden 
accompany the Minister for Consumer 
Affairs to Brussels when they threatened 
Hallmarking harmonisation.

Once Prime Warden, as a keen pianist 
and past chairman of  the Association of  
British Orchestras, he expressed concern 
that the Company had to hire a Steinway 
concert grand for each performance at the 
Hall, manhandling it upstairs every time. It 
was explained that better minds than his 
had foundered on this problem. We had no 
space big enough to store one. Undeterred, 
Lord Tombs set off for the Guildhall School 
of  Music and Drama. He returned 
triumphant. “There are different sizes of  

“ I  S H O U L D  L I K E  T O  A G R E E  W I T H

you; but then we’d both be wrong.” These 
words come from just one of  many 
encounters with Lord Tombs recalled by 
members of  the Company, in an outpouring 
of  respect and affection. A retired Assistant 
remembers celebrating a milestone birthday. 
Lord Tombs wandered into the cloakroom: 

“How old are you now?” “Seventy-five!” 
“Good Lord; you don’t look it!” (Pause.) 
“You might have done once.” As the 
immediate past Prime Warden observed, 

“Francis made me feel privileged to be a 
goldsmith. I soon picked up on his rare 
ability to put one entirely at ease, whilst at 
no point feeling it necessary to concede one 
inch of  the high ground. ‘You may be right’ 
was not a remark he was much given to. 
Largely because you probably weren’t.”

This confidence and elan are not what 
one might expect of  someone who left 
school at 15, qualifying as an electrical 
engineer in evening classes at Birmingham 
College of  Technology. But ability will out. 
At gec, Lord Weinstock spotted his natural 
flair for business and talent for managing 
people, appointing him in his early thirties 
as General Manager of  one of  their biggest 
operations. At the same time, Frank – as he 
always was to fellow engineers – completed 
an external London University degree  
in economics. Afterwards, he forever 
maintained that he’d learned just enough 
to get the accountants worried. 

This set Lord Tombs on a steadily rising 
career. By his early fifties, he’d achieved the 
top job: Chairman of  the Electricity 
Council. Not untypically, when the 
promised reorganisation of  the public 
sector behemoth failed to materialise, Frank 
resigned on principle. Within a year, he was 
Chairman of  Weir Engineering and 
Adviser to Victor Rothschild on industrial 
investment. A year later he was also 
Chairman of  T&N and on the board  
of  Rolls-Royce. 

concert grand!” So our Steinway C arrived. 
Then, for good measure, he persuaded an 
eminent engineer to design a small crane 
to hoist it onto the stage. 

It was during his ‘Year’ that I had a 
typical encounter with Francis. Having 
worked with him at Rolls-Royce, on the day 
I was to be clothed with the Livery, it was 
good to see a beaming pw at the end of  the 
Court Room. Gowns were laid out ready. 
An immense one for the tall Freeman in 
front of  me; the smallest the Company 
possessed for me. But as the only lady 
present, Lord Tombs called me forward 
first. Undeterred, the Clerk reached for the 
first gown. It dragged along the carpet, 
reducing my pace to slower than the 
stateliest galleon. Drawing nearer to the 
still-beaming Lord T, I could hear him 
humming softly. It was the overture to The 
Sorcerer’s Apprentice.

Where better to end than with a 
comment from a newer Court member, 
who also worked with Lord Tombs at  
Rolls-Royce: “He was a giant and an 
extraordinary man in every respect. I 
learned so much from him.” Lord Tombs 
died in Warwickshire on 11th April, aged 
95. He was predeceased by his wife of   
59 years, Marjorie, and survived by  
his daughters, Dr Kate Crocker, and 
Liverymen Dr Lis Martin and Meg Sanders. 
✦ 

JUDITH COBHAM-LOWE

LORD TOMBS OF BRAILES 
1924-2020
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MEMBERS OF THE COURT OF ASSISTANTS

Dr Timothy Schroder dlitt, fsa, Prime Warden until 20 May 2020

Mr Richard Fox Prime Warden from 20 May 2020

Dame Lynne Brindley dbe, Hon fba, Second Warden from 20 May 2020

The Lord Bridges kcvo, Third Warden from 20 May 2020

Professor Charles Mackworth-Young cvo, Fourth Warden from  

20 May 2020

*Mr Anthony Shepherd

*Sir Paul Girolami 

*The Lord Cunliffe

*Mr Richard Came

*Mr Bryan Toye

*Mr Martin Drury

Mr Grant MacDonald

Mr Rupert Hambro cbe

Mr Michael Galsworthy cvo, cbe, dl

Mr Hector Miller

Mr Richard Agutter

Mr William Parente cbe, dl

Mr Michael Wainwright

Mrs Judith Cobham-Lowe obe, frsa

Mr Michael Prideaux

Mr Edward Braham

Brigadier Edward Butler cbe, dso

Mr Thomas Fattorini

Mr Edward Harley obe , dl

Mr Arthur Drysdale

Mr Neil Carson obe, frsa

Mr Richard Madeley

Miss Cassandra Goad fga

Miss Victoria Broackes

Miss Joanna Hardy frsa,fga

Mr Richard Reid fca

 

* Denotes a Retired Assistant 

THE LIVERY

The following deaths were reported during the year and are listed 
below preceded by the year of admission.

1982 Mr Anthony Flinders Spink

1962 Dr Eric George Clements

2009 The Revd Prebendary David Paton

The following freemen were elected to the Livery and duly 
clothed during the year.

Mrs Barbara Janet Fontaine

Sir David Reddaway 

NEW FREEMEN

July 2019 – May 2020

BY SPECIAL GRANT

Alfie Cook
Assay Office Assistant, The Goldsmiths’ Company Assay Office

BY REDEMPTION

Mark Isaac Adlestone obe dl
Chairman, Beaverbrooks the Jewellers

John Robert Ball
Managing Director, Brown & Newirth

Helen Georgette Charman
Director of Learning, V&A Museum

Rupa Ramesh Lakha
Solicitor, Charles Russell Speechlys llp

David Edward Lloyd
Police and Crime Commissioner

Jamie Christopher Martin
Goldsmith

Naomi Calantha Newton-Sherlock
Company Director, Weston Beamor

Alicia Laura Peek
Founder, Storycode

Sara Louise Prentice
Creative Director, Garrard

Noorzaman Rashid
Management Consultant

Matthew Peter Swainston
Solicitor, Forster llp 

MEMBERSHIP UPDATE
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BY PATRIMONY

Alexandra Louise Rose
Daughter of Christopher John Johnson,  
a Freeman

BY SERVICE

James Edward Aveling
Son of Mark Aveling and late apprentice  
of George Grant Macdonald  
(Grant Macdonald (Silversmiths) Ltd)

Matthew Christopher Gough
Son of Stephen Paul Gough and late 
apprentice of Peter George Wickenden  
(Graff Diamonds Ltd) 

George Simon Klarmann
Son of Joanne Searle and late apprentice  
of Mark Christmas (M Christmas  
Diamond Setters) 

Gabriela Katarzyna Kucharska
Daughter of Marta Magdalena Kucharska  
and late apprentice of Arthur Barry  
Martin Moss (Cleave & Co) 

Samuel Dominic McMahon
Son of Sarah Jane McMahon and late 
apprentice of Martin Swift (Mappin  
& Webb) 

Helen Rachael Stride
Daughter of Colin Phillip Stride and late 
apprentice of Justin Richardson 

Alexander Charles Wood
Son of Raymond Harold Wood and late 
apprentice of Nathanial Groves 

ASSOCIATES

The following have been enrolled as an 
Associate of the Goldsmiths’ Company 
honoris causa:

None

The following deaths were reported  
during the year preceded by the year  
of enrolment:

1975 Mr Sven Boltenstern   
1980 Dr Fritz Falk   
 

BINNEY MEDAL WINNERS

The Binney Award winner for 2019 was:

André Politani Ferreira

New freemen with the Wardens  
at the 5 February 2020  
Freedom Ceremony  
JAKE EMMETT
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ANTIQUE PLATE

Dr Timothy Schroder – Chairman

Mr Hector Miller

Mr Peter Cameron

Mr David Cawte

Miss Jane Ewart

Mr Gareth Harris

Mr Timo Koopman

Mr Tim Martin

Mr Johnathan Stone

Mr Peter Waldron

Mr Harry Williams-Bulkeley

ASSAY OFFICE  
MANAGEMENT BOARD

Mr Neil Carson – Chairman 

Mr Richard Agutter

Mr Richard Reid

Ms Justine Carmody

Mr Richard Southall 

Mr Michael Winwood

CHARITY

Mr Michael Galsworthy – Chairman

Mr Anthony Shepherd

Mr Edward Harley

Mr Nick Diggle

Miss Daisy Drury 

Ms Kristina Glenn

Mr Marcus Harbord

Miss Emma Himsworth

Mr Jason Holt

Mr Richard Hopkinson-Woolley

Mr Alan McCormack

Mr Ronan O’Hora

Mr Jamie Polk

The Hon. Mrs Margaret Sanders

COLLECTIONS

Dr Timothy Schroder – Chairman 

Mr Martin Drury

Mr Arthur Drysdale

Mr John Andrew

Ms Rachel Bond

Sir Timothy Clifford

Mr Robert Hayes

Mrs Lucy Morton

Mr James Rothwell 

Dame Rosalind Savill

Mr Matthew Winterbottom

COMMUNICATIONS & MARKETING

Mr Michael Wainwright – Chairman

Miss Victoria Broackes

Ms Rachel Garrahan

Mr Robert Hayes

Mr Adam Jacobs

Mr Andrew Peake

Ms Rebecca van Rooijen

Miss Janice Springer

Mrs Tricia Topping

CONTEMPORARY CRAFT

Mr Arthur Drysdale – Chairman 

Dr Timothy Schroder

Miss Victoria Broackes

Miss Joanna Hardy 

Mr Clive Burr

Mrs Angela Cork

Mr Julian Cross

Miss Corinne Julius

Dr Tessa Murdoch

EDUCATION

Mrs Judith Cobham-Lowe – Chairman

Dame Lynne Brindley

Professor Charles Mackworth -Young

Mr James Buchanan-Dunlop

Mr Andrew Chicken

Miss Victoria Harper

Mr Rod Kelly

Dr Vanessa Lawrence

Mr Patrick Loughrey

The Hon. Dr Elisabeth Martin

Miss Afsheen Nawaz

Mr Robert Straker

FOOD AND WINE 

Mr Edward Braham – Chairman

Mr Hector Miller

Mr Grant Macdonald

Mr Richard Reid

Mr Fairfax Hall

Mr Paul Michael

Ms Nicola Wickes

HOUSE

Mr Hector Miller – Chairman

Mr Martin Drury

Miss Cassandra Goad

Mrs Nicola Buchanan-Dunlop

Mr Edward Connolly

Miss Annabel Eley

Mr William Fisher

Mr Gareth Harris

Mr Nick Cox (Consultant Architect)

Mr Richard Worthington (Hall Surveyor)

INVESTMENT

Mr Rupert Hambro – Chairman

Mr William Parente 

Mr Richard Madeley

Mr David Barnett

Mr William Hill

Sir Stuart Lipton

Miss Elizabeth Passey

Mr Edward Wakefield

LIBRARY & ARCHIVES

Dame Lynne Brindley – Chairman

Mr William Parente 

Mrs Judith Cobham-Lowe

Dr Philip Carter

Miss Hazel Forsyth 

Mr Oliver Urquhart-Irvine

MEMBERSHIP

Mr Richard Agutter – Chairman

Brigadier Edward Butler

Mr Tom Fattorini

Professor Jonathan Bowman-Perks

Mrs Joanna Clark

Mr Patrick Fuller

Mr John Hammond

Mr Jos Skeates

Miss Sarah Trillwood

COMMITTEES

GOLDSMITHS’  
CENTRE

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Mr Edward Braham – Chair of Trustees

Mr Arthur Drysdale 

Mr Grant Macdonald 

Mr Tom Fattorini

Miss Joanna Hardy

Mrs Gaynor Andrews

Mrs Teresa Arbuckle  

Miss Arabella Slinger
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We contribute to national life, as we have done for 700 years. We train and support jewellers and silversmiths.  

We protect consumers by testing and hallmarking precious metals. And we work with charitable, educational and  

cultural partners to help people improve their lives.

PROTECTING CONSUMERS

OUR MEMBERSHIP

THE GOLDSMITHS’ COMPANY AND CHARITY 2019–2020

The Goldsmiths’ Company Charity is a charity registered with the Charity Commission for England and Wales with number 1175593.  
It is a company limited by guarantee and registered in England and Wales with company number 11048746.

1837
MEMBERS NATIONALLY

38
NEW FREEMEN JOINED THE COMPANY 

1432
FREEMEN

B B B B B B B A A A
28% 

FEMALE
72% 
MALE

B B B B B B A A A A
45% 

FEMALE
55% 
MALE

44% TRADE

367
LIVERYMEN & ASSOCIATES

B B B B B B B B A A
19%

FEMALE
81% 

MALE

38% TRADE

COINS ASSESSED AT  
THE TRIAL OF THE PYX

106
ITEMS OF MEDIA COVERAGE FOR THE 
‘FAKE GOLD’ CONSUMER AWARENESS 
CAMPAIGN WITH THE BRITISH 
HALLMARKING COUNCIL

130
PIECES OF SILVER ASSESSED FOR 
AUTHENTICITY BY THE ANTIQUE 
PLATE COMMITTEE – THE ONLY 
ORGANISATION OF ITS TYPE IN 
THE WORLD

24,036

10,000

2.29M
ITEMS HALLMARKED AT  
THE GOLDSMITHS’ COMPANY 
ASSAY OFFICE

NEW POINT-OF-SALE 
BOOKLETS FOR 
HALLMARKING CUSTOMERS



thegoldsmiths.co.uk

SUPPORTING CRAFTSPEOPLE

IMPROVING LIVES

@GOLDSMITHSCO
@THEGOLDSMITHSCOMPANY  
@GOLDSMITHSFAIR

@THEGOLDSMITHSCOMPANY

£1.6M
TOTAL CHARITY, EDUCATION  

AND CULTURE

108
PEOPLE SUPPORTED IN THEIR CAREERS 
THROUGH CORE TRAINING PROGRAMMES  
AT THE GOLDSMITHS’ CENTRE

136
 JEWELLERS AND SILVERSMITHS GIVEN  
A PLATFORM TO SELL THEIR WORK  
THROUGH  GOLDSMITHS’ FAIR

£1M
PLEDGED TO  
MAKERS THROUGH  
THE COVID-19 FUND 

TOTAL GRANTS IN SUPPORT OF 
THE TRADE, PRINCIPALLY THROUGH  
THE GOLDSMITHS’ CENTRE£2M

LIBRARY ENQUIRIES - PROVIDING THE 
PUBLIC WITH VITAL KNOWLEDGE ABOUT 
OUR TRADE AND ITS CRAFTSPEOPLE878

26
ACQUISITIONS INTO THE GOLDSMITHS’ 
COMPANY COLLECTION – ENHANCING THE 
VITALITY OF DESIGN AND CRAFTSMANSHIP  
IN SILVER, JEWELLERY AND ART MEDALS  
INTO THE 21ST CENTURY.

APPRENTICES TRAINING – 
CONTINUING NEARLY 700 
YEARS OF APPRENTICESHIPS24

GENERAL WELFARE,  
CULTURE AND SMALL GRANTS

£511,308

AGEING POPULATION

£121,050

EDUCATION

£379,333

YOUTH

£195,500

PRISONER 
REINTEGRATION

£443,000

£3.6M
TOTAL GRANTS  

(INCLUDING SUPPORT FOR THE TRADE)



Clerk
Sir David Reddaway kcmg mbe

Deputy Clerk
Mr Simon Hutchinson mbe 

Deputy Warden
Dr Robert Organ

Director of Finance
Mr Robert Preece

Director, Goldsmiths’ Centre
Mr Peter Taylor

Director of Communications
Ms Sarah Jurado

Librarian
Miss Eleni Bide

Curator
Dr Dora Thornton

Head of Events
Ms Harriet Scott

Hallkeeper
Mr Richard McCrow

Superintendent Assayer
Mr William Evans

Head of HR
Ms Paula Gay

Head of Charitable Partnerships and Strategy
Miss Ciorsdan Brown

PRINCIPAL OFFICERS

EVENTS

PRINCIPAL ADVISERS

GOLD SILVER PLATINUM PALLADIUM

Fineness 
(ppt)

375 585 750 916 990 999 Total 850 925 958 999 Total 850 900 950 999 Total 500 950 999 Total Total All

British 688,857 110,628 293,187 94,959 38 146 1,187,815 25 736,861 7,618 3,855 748,359 37 94 97,722 84 97,937 1,486 3,453 3 4,942 2,039,053

Foreign 69,527 658 80,665 20,295 4 35 171,184 0 59,622 165 0 59,787 5 10 20,943 0 20,958 0 12 0 12 251,941

Total 758,384 111,286 373,852 115,254 42 181 1,358,999 25 796,483 7,783 3,855 808,146 42 104 118,665 84 118,895 1,486 3,465 3 4,954 2,290,994

ASSAY OFFICE FIGURES 2019

Consultant Architect
Mr Nick Cox

Property Solicitor
Mr Matthew Swainston

Company Surveyor
Mr Piers Agace

Hall Surveyor
Mr Richard Worthington

To find out about Goldsmiths’ Company events,  
please visit our website:  
thegoldsmiths.co.uk
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